
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

ORLANDO DIVISION 

VEKOMA RIDES ENGINEERING B.V., 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

BOLLIGER & MABILLARD  
CONSULTING ENGINEERS, INC., 

Defendant.       

Civil Action No.: ___________ 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF REQUESTED 

COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Vekoma Rides Engineering B.V. (“Vekoma Rides” or 

“Plaintiff”), for its Complaint against Bolliger & Mabillard Consulting 

Engineers, Inc. (“Bolliger” or “Defendant”), alleges as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This is a civil action for patent infringement arising under the

patent laws of the United States, 35 U.S.C. § 1 et seq., including 35 U.S.C. § 

271, which gives rise to the remedies specified under 35 U.S.C. §§ 281 and 

283–285. 

2. Vekoma Rides is the owner of U.S. Patent No. 7,987,793 titled

“Amusement Ride Device” (“the ’793 Patent”). A true and correct copy of the 

‘793 Patent is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
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3. Defendant is infringing the ‘793 Patent by offering for sale, 

manufacturing, and selling in the United States a roller coaster that includes 

all elements of at least one of the claims of the ‘793 Patent.  

4. Vekoma Rides seeks injunctive relief, compensatory damages, 

treble damages, and attorneys’ fees and costs as a result of Defendant’s 

willful infringement of the ‘793 Patent. 

PARTIES 

5. Vekoma Rides is a besloten vennootschap (bv) existing under the 

laws of The Netherlands. The address of Vekoma Ride’s headquarters is 

Schaapweg 18, 6063 BA Vlodrop, The Netherlands.  

6. Vekoma Rides is a Dutch amusement ride manufacturer 

originating in 2001. Today, Vekoma Rides is one of the world’s leading and 

most innovative roller coaster manufacturers, frequently winning awards. It 

specializes in the design, manufacturing and installation of roller coasters 

and special attractions for theme and amusement parks all over the world, 

including Disney, Universal, and Six Flags. As part of its constant efforts to 

create new and exhilarating experiences for thrill seekers, Vekoma Rides 

develops innovative technologies embodied in its rides and attractions. 

Vekoma Rides’ innovative technology portfolio includes the inventions 

described and covered in the ’793 Patent.  
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7. On information and belief, Defendant is a corporation organized 

and existing under the laws of Switzerland, having its principal place of 

business at Chemin des Dailles 31, CH-1870 Monthey, Switzerland.  

8. Defendant specializes in the delivery of custom-designed roller 

coasters. (Ex. 2). Defendant is the manufacturer of the roller coaster 

Pipeline: The Surf Coaster (“Pipeline”) at SeaWorld Orlando in Orlando, 

Florida. (Ex. 3). 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

9. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§§ 1331 and 1338(a). 

10. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendant because, on 

information and belief, Defendant manufactures products that have been and 

are used, offered for sale, sold, and purchased in Florida. 

11. Venue is proper in this judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 

1391(b)(2) and 1400 because a substantial part of the events giving rise to the 

claim, including the sale of an infringing product, occurred in this judicial 

district.   

BACKGROUND 

12. On August 2, 2011, the United States Patent and Trademark 

Office (“PTO”) duly and legally issued the ‘793 Patent. At all times relevant 

hereto, the ‘793 Patent has been valid and subsisting. 
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13. Vekoma Rides is the owner by assignment of the ‘793 Patent and 

possesses all right and title in the ‘793 Patent, including the right to sue for 

infringement and recover damages. 

14. The inventions claimed in the ‘793 patent provide a new and 

inventive amusement ride device on which passengers are allowed to perform 

movements during the ride while being restrained by a torso restraint. The 

movements of the passengers, e.g., bending and straightening of the knees, 

can be performed by the passengers themselves, thereby creating an 

enhanced sense of excitement. This allows the passengers to create their own 

experience and thus establish their own style, interpretation, and intensity of 

the ride. 

15. Defendant and Vekoma Rides are familiar with one another. As 

recently as 2015, Vekoma Rides was a licensee under Defendant’s European 

Patent EP1201280B1.  

16. In 2019, Defendant referred to Vekoma Rides’ published PCT 

application number WO/2007/136245, which is a patent family member of the 

‘793 Patent, while prosecuting Defendant’s U.S. patent application number 

16/825,956 titled “Passenger Restraint System for Roller Coasters.”    

17. On or about October 18, 2022, SeaWorld Orlando introduced 

Pipeline and announced it was coming to SeaWord Orlando in 2023. In 

apparent reference to passengers’ ability to squat and stand during the ride, 
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SeaWorld Orlando referred to Pipeline as the “[w]orld’s first ‘wave jumping’ 

coaster.” See https://twitter.com/OrlandoExperie1/status/1582404344221437953. 

18. On or about November 30, 2022, Vekoma Rides informed 

Defendant by email, based on information publicly available at that time, 

that Pipeline appeared to infringe Vekoma Rides’ patent on the “Board 

Coaster.”  On December 1, 2022, Defendant responded to Vekoma Rides’ 

email. 

19. On or about January 14, 2023, Vekoma Rides informed 

Defendant by letter of the existence of the ‘793 Patent and of the fact, based 

on information publicly available at a time, that Pipeline appeared to infringe 

the ‘793 Patent. (Ex. 4). 

20. Despite being put on notice of the infringement of the ‘793 

Patent, and refusing to take a license, Defendant proceeded to manufacture 

and sell Pipeline at SeaWorld in Orlando, Florida without a license from 

Vekoma Rides. 

21. On or about May 12, 2023, SeaWorld Orlando hosted a media day 

for its new roller coaster – Pipeline. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uI_IYi_1b_g 

22. Pipeline opened to the public on May 27, 2023. See 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pipeline:_The_Surf_Coaster  

23. On or about September 1, 2023, Vekoma Rides sent Defendant 

another letter informing Defendant that Pipeline infringes the ‘793 Patent. 
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To this day, Pipeline continues to operate at SeaWorld Orlando and 

Defendant has refused a license under the ‘793 Patent. 

 

CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Infringement of U.S. Patent No. 7,987,793) 

24. Vekoma Rides re-alleges and incorporates by reference 

Paragraphs 1-23 of its Complaint.  

25. The ‘793 Patent, entitled “Amusement Ride Device,” was duly 

and lawfully issued on August 2, 2011.  

26. The ‘793 Patent names Stefanus Petrus Cornelis Maria Blonk 

and Joop Roodenburg as co-inventors. 

27. The ‘793 Patent has been in full force and effect since its 

issuance. Vekoma Rides owns by assignment the entire right, title, and 

interest in and to the ’793 Patent, including the right to seek damages for 

past, current, and future infringement thereof. 

28. The ‘793 Patent relates to “an amusement ride device . . . in 

which the connecting means are designed to allow the passenger to perform 

movements during the ride while being restrained by the torso restraint, 

wherein the torso restraint performs a movement with respect to the 

platform during said movements of the passenger.” Ex. 1 at 1:35-41. 
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29. Vekoma Rides is informed and believes, and thereon alleges, that 

Defendant has infringed and, unless enjoined, will continue to infringe one or 

more claims of the ’793 Patent in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, by, among 

other things, making, using, offering to sell, and/or selling within the United 

States, supplying or causing to be supplied in the United States, and/or 

importing into the United States, without authority or license, infringing 

amusement ride devices, including Pipeline (“accused product”). 

30. Representative claim 20 (as embodied in Figs. 1-7) of the ‘793 

Patent, reproduced below with the addition of the labels [a] – [g] 

corresponding to parts of the claim, recites an amusement ride device:  

20. An amusement ride device, comprising [a] a track and 
at least one carriage, [b] wherein the carriage is moveable 
along the track in a transport direction, [c] wherein the 
carriage comprises:  

a transport part which engages on the track and 
comprises at least one platform that allows to support at 
least one passenger in a standing position thereon,  

[d] at least one passenger torso restraint engaging on 
the torso of the passenger for safely supporting the 
passenger in at least the standing position, and  

[e] connecting means which connects the passenger 
torso restraint to the transport part, wherein the 
connecting means allows a movement of the torso restraint 
with respect to the platform, [f] wherein the connecting 
means is designed to allow the passenger to perform 
movements between the standing position and a squatting 
position during the ride while being restrained by the torso 
restraint,  

[g] wherein the torso restraint performs an up and 
down movement with respect to the platform during said 
movements of the passenger. 
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31. The accused product embodies every element and limitation of at 

least claim 20 of the ‘793 Patent, literally or under the doctrine of 

equivalents, as set forth below. The further descriptions below based on 

Pipeline are preliminary examples and are non-limiting. 

“1. An amusement ride device comprising” 

32. Pipeline is an amusement ride device (roller coaster). Shown 

below is a still image of a video posted to SeaWorld Orlando’s X, formerly 

Twitter, account: 

 

See https://twitter.com/OrlandoExperie1/status/1582404344221437953 at 

0:33. 

“[a] a track and at least one carriage” 

33. Pipeline comprises a track and at least one carriage. See 

https://www.themeparktribune.com/seaworld-unveils-trains-for-first-surf-

coaster/  
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“[b] wherein the carriage is moveable along the track in a 

transport direction" 

34. As shown in the video at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uI_IYi_1b_g, the carriage is moveable 

along the track in a transport direction. 

“[c] wherein the carriage comprises: a transport part which 
engages on the track and comprises at least one platform that 
allows to support at least one passenger in a standing position 
thereon”  
 
35. Shown below is a still image from the video at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uI_IYi_1b_g at 8:18, which shows the 
transport part of the Pipeline carriage engaged on the track. 
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36. The transport part of Pipeline includes a platform that allows the 

support of the feet of at least one passenger in a standing position thereon. 

See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uI_IYi_1b_g at 9:43 shown below: 

 

 
“[d] at least one passenger torso restraint engaging on the torso 
of the passenger for safely supporting the passenger in at least 
the standing position”  
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37. Pipeline includes at least one passenger torso restraint, the 

passenger torso restraint engaging on the torso of the passenger for safely 

supporting the passenger in at least the standing position. See 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uI_IYi_1b_g at 10:23 shown below: 

 
 
 
 
  
 
“[e] connecting means which connects the passenger torso 
restraint to the transport part, wherein the connecting means 
allows a movement of the torso restraint with respect to the 
platform” 
 
38. As shown in the image and video below, Pipeline includes a 

connecting means for connecting the torso restraint to the transport part, 

wherein the connecting means allows a movement of the torso restraint with 

respect to the platform. 
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See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uI_IYi_1b_g at 9:29, 10:08. 

“[f] wherein the connecting means is designed to allow the 
passenger to perform movements between the standing 
position and a squatting position during the ride while being 
restrained by the torso restraint” 
 
39. The connecting means in Pipeline is designed to allow passengers 

to move between a standing and squatting position during the ride while 

being restrained by the torso restraint. See 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uI_IYi_1b_g at 10:08 shown below: 
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“[g] wherein the torso restraint performs an up and down 
movement with respect to the platform during said movements 
of the passenger.” 
 
40. As shown below, the torso restraint in Pipeline performs an up 

and down movement with respect to the platform during the movements of 

the passenger.  
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. 

See https://twitter.com/OrlandoExperie1/status/1582404344221437953 at 

0:18. 

41. As evidenced by Defendant’s reference to the ‘793 Patent family 

during prosecution of its own patent application, Defendant has long had 

knowledge of the ’793 Patent. 

42. Furthermore, Vekoma Rides put Defendant on notice of the 

existence of the ‘793 Patent and of the infringement of the ‘793 Patent by 

Pipeline at least as early as November of 2022.  

43. Vekoma Rides is informed and believes, and thereon alleges, that 

Defendant actively, knowingly, and intentionally has induced infringement of 

the ’793 Patent by, for example, controlling the design and manufacture of, 
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offering for sale, selling, supplying, and otherwise providing instruction and 

guidance regarding the use and maintenance of Pipeline with the knowledge 

and specific intent to encourage and facilitate infringement of the ‘793 

Patent.  

44. As a result of Defendant’s infringement of the ’793 Patent, 

Vekoma Rides has been damaged. Vekoma Rides is entitled to recover for 

damages sustained as a result of Defendant’s wrongful acts in an amount 

subject to proof at trial. 

45. Vekoma Rides is informed and believes, and thereon alleges, that 

the infringement of the ‘793 Patent by Defendant has been and continues to 

be willful. As noted above, Defendant has long had knowledge of the ’793 

Patent and its need for a license to the same. Defendant has deliberately 

continued to infringe in a wanton, malicious, and egregious manner, with 

reckless disregard for Vekoma Ride’s patent rights. Thus, Defendant’s 

infringing actions have been and continue to be consciously wrongful. 

46. Based on the information alleged in this claim, Vekoma Rides is 

informed and believes, and thereon alleges, that this is an exceptional case, 

which warrants an award of attorneys’ fees to Vekoma Rides pursuant to 35 

U.S.C. § 285. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 WHEREFORE, Vekoma Rides prays for judgment against Bolliger as 

follows: 

A. That Bolliger has infringed, and unless enjoined, will continue to 

infringe, the ’793 Patent; 

B. That Bolliger has willfully infringed the ’793 Patent; 

C. That Bolliger pay Vekoma Rides damages adequate to 

compensate Vekoma Rides for Bolliger’s infringement of the ’793 

Patent, together with interest and costs under 35 U.S.C. § 284; 

D. That Bolliger be ordered to pay pre-judgment and post-judgment 

interest on the damages assessed; 

E. That Bolliger pay Vekoma Rides enhanced damages pursuant to 

35 U.S.C. § 284; 

F. That Bolliger be enjoined from infringing the ’793 Patent, or if its 

infringement is not enjoined, that Bollinger be ordered to pay ongoing 

royalties to Vekoma Rides for any post-judgment infringement of the 

’793 Patent; 

G. That Bolliger be enjoined from inducing others to infringe the 

‘793 Patent; 

H. That this is an exceptional case under 35 U.S.C. § 285, and that 

Bolliger pay Vekoma Rides’ attorneys’ fees and costs in this action; and 
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I. That Vekoma Rides be awarded such other and further relief as 

this Court deems just and proper. 

 DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

 Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 38(b), Vekoma Rides 

hereby demands a trial by jury on all issues triable to a jury.  

     VEKOMA RIDES ENGINEERING B.V., 
     by counsel: 
 
 
Dated: April ___, 2024  /s/ Ava K. Doppelt    
     Ava K. Doppelt 
     Fla. Bar No. 393738 
     E-Mail: adoppelt@allendyer.com 
     ALLEN, DYER, DOPPELT 
     & GILCHRIST, P.A. 
     255 South Orange Avenue, Suite 1401 
     Orlando, Florida 32801 
     Telephone: (407) 841-2330 
     Facsimile: (407) 841-2343 
 

Paul C. Lewis, Pro Hac Vice Forthcoming 
Michael T. Smith, Pro Hac Vice Forthcoming 
BIRCH STEWART KOLASCH & BIRCH, LLP 

     8110 Gatehouse Road, Suite 100 E 
       Falls Church, VA 22042 
     mailroom@bskb.com; msmith@bskb.com; 

pcl@bskb.com    
                                                  Telephone: (703) 205-8000 
     Facsimile: (703) 205-8050 
 
     Attorneys for Plaintiff Vekoma Rides Engineering B.V. 
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USOO7987793B2 

(12) United States Patent (10) Patent No.: US 7.987,793 B2 
Blonk et al. (45) Date of Patent: Aug. 2, 2011 

(54) AMUSEMENT RIDE DEVICE (56) References Cited 

(75) Inventors: Stefanus Petrus Cornelis Maria Blonk, U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Apeldoorn (NL); Joop Roodenburg, 3,408,067 A * 10/1968 Armstrong ...................... 482/30 
Delft (NL) 4,531.459 A 7/1985 Yamada 

5,979,333 A 11/1999 Houben et al. 
6,910,972 B2 * 6/2005 Norbury .......................... 472/85 

(73) Assignee: Vekoma Rides Engineering B.V., 7,632,191 B2 * 12/2009 Zambelli et al. ................ 472/43 
Vlodrop (NL) 2002/0093165 A1 7/2002 Greene .................... 28087.041 

2004/0266540 A1 12/2004 Norbury 
(*) Notice: Subject to any disclaimer, the term of this FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 

patent is extended or adjusted under 35 EP O 103 795 A2 3, 1984 
U.S.C. 154(b) by 295 days. EP 1 201280 A2 5, 2002 

(21) Appl. No.: 12/302,005 * cited by examiner 

(22) PCT Filed: May 24, 2006 Primary Examiner — S. Joseph Morano 
9 Assistant Examiner — R. J. McCarry, Jr. 

(86). PCT No.: PCT/NL2OO6/OOO266 (74) Attorney, Agent, or Firm — Birch, Stewart, Kolasch & 
Birch, LLP 

S371 (c)(1), 
(2), (4) Date: Nov. 21, 2008 (57) ABSTRACT 

Amusement ride device, comprising a track and at least one 
(87) PCT Pub. No.: WO2007/136245 carriage, which carriage is moveable along the track in a 

PCT Pub. Date: Nov. 29, 2007 transport direction. The carriage comprises a transport part 
which engages on the track, at least one platform that allows 

(65) Prior Publication Data to Support the feet of at least one passenger, and at least one 
passenger torso restraint engaging on the torso of the passen 
ger for safely supporting the passenger. The transport part 
comprises one of the passenger torso restraint or the platform 

US 2010/0236444 A1 Sep. 23, 2010 

(51) E;MO (2006.01) to Support the passenger, while the other is connected by 
connecting means to the transport part. The connecting means 

A63C 9/10 (2006.01) are designed to allow the passenger to perform movements 
(52) U.S. Cl. ............................... 104/53; 104/75; 472/88 during the ride while being restrained by the torso restraint, 
(58) Field of Classification Search .................... 104/53, wherein the torso restraint performs a movement with respect 

104/55, 60, 63, 74–76, 82, 83, 85, 86; 472/88, to the platform during said movements of the passenger. 
472/90,91: 434/247, 253 

See application file for complete search history. 36 Claims, 11 Drawing Sheets 
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1. 

AMUSEMENT RIDE DEVICE 

Amusement ride device, comprising a track and at least one 
carriage, which carriage is moveable along the track in a 
transport direction, which carriage comprises: 

a transport part which engages on the track 
at least one platform that allows to support the feet of at 

least one passenger, 
at least one passenger torso restraint engaging on the torso 

of the passenger for safely supporting the passenger, 
wherein the transport part comprises one of the passenger 
torso restraint or the platform to Support the passenger, while 
the other is connected by connecting means to the transport 
part, 

This type of amusement ride device is well known from the 
art and applied in many stand-up roller coasters. An example 
of such an amusement ride device is described in U.S. Pat. No. 
4,531,459. In this patent a carriage is described having a 
standing position Support column for holding a passenger in 
an upright posture on a platform of a transport part which rolls 
or orbits along a track. A height-adjusting frame is disposed at 
the standing position Support column to be vertically movable 
there-along and adjusted at a proper position in accordance 
with the height of the passenger. The frame has a locking 
mechanism for locking the height-adjusting frame during the 
ride. The torso restraint comprises a pair of right and left 
shoulder holders which support the upper half of the body and 
a saddle for Supporting the pelvic portion of the body and an 
abdominal Support for Supporting the lower torso of the pas 
senger. The shoulder holders are locked in the passenger 
holding positions during the ride. 

The object of the invention is to provide an improved 
amusement ride device with an ameliorated ride experience. 

This objective is accomplished by an amusement ride 
device according to the preamble of claim 1, in which the 
connecting means are designed to allow the passenger to 
perform movements during the ride while being restrained by 
the torso restraint, wherein the torso restraint performs a 
movement with respect to the platform during said move 
ments of the passenger. 

Possibly, the feet of the passenger are connected to the 
platform. The connection between one of the passenger torso 
restraint or the transport part to the platform can possibly be 
moveable, e.g. by vibrations. 
The movements of the passenger can be performed by the 

passenger itself, e.g. by bending his knees, or bending one 
knee and stretching the other leg. This way an enhanced sense 
of excitement is created, allowing the passengers the possi 
bility to create their own attitude and thus establish their own 
style, interpretation and intensity of the ride. The movements 
of the passenger can also be imposed, e.g. by electrical means 
or by mechanical means related to the track, adjusting the 
position of the passenger to the scenery presentata particular 
position of the track, e.g. squatting the passenger when enter 
ing a tunnel. The movements of the torso restraint with 
respect to the platform can either be movements of the torso 
restraint with respect to a static platform, or movements of a 
platform with respect to a static torso restraint, or possibly 
both the torso restraint and the platform are moveable. 

In a preferred embodiment, the amusement ride device 
comprises a track and at least one carriage, which carriage is 
moveable along the track in a transport direction, which car 
riage comprises: 

a transport part which engages on the track and comprises 
at least one platform that allows to Support at least one 
passenger in a standing position thereon, 
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at least one passenger torso restraint engaging on the torso 

of the passenger for safely Supporting the passenger in at 
least the standing position, 

connecting means which connect the passenger torso 
restraint to the transport part, which connecting means 
allow a movement of the torso restraint with respect to 
the platform, 

whereby the connecting means are designed to allow the 
passenger to perform movements during the ride while being 
restrained by the torso restraint, wherein the torso restraint 
performs a movement with respect to the platform during said 
movements of the passenger. 
The connecting means are preferably designed to allow the 

passenger to perform movements between the standing posi 
tion and a squatting position, wherein the torso restraint per 
forms an up and down movement with respect to the platform 
during said movements of the passenger. This enables the 
passenger to be restrained on the amusement ride device 
while being able to squatforwaves, tunnels etc. etc., while the 
carriage moves along the track performing turns, nose dives, 
horseshoes, camelbacks, helixes, possibly Somersaults etc. 
etc., thereby providing a unique thrilling amusement. 

Preferably, the passenger can board and disembark the 
carriage along the track. The track may also be an endless 
track, e.g. comprising slopes, curves, inclines and possibly 
also loops. The track can also not be endless, and designed 
e.g. as a half-pipe or be arranged at a natural slope, e.g. at a 
skiing area in the Summer. One of the most feared (and by 
some most loved) parts of a roller coaster ride is the first drop. 
In this part of the track, the train converts its height into speed. 
In roller coasters with long trains, the first drop is often from 
the lift down to one of the lowest points in the ride in order to 
pick up as much speed as possible. In roller coasters with 
single coaches, the first drop is usually a short one in which 
the coach gains just enough speed to reach the following 
element. As Snowboarders and skateboarders enter the half 
pipe, they experience about the same; a short bursting vertical 
movement. Surfers experience the same when they pick up 
their wave. Turning during the drop would make this experi 
ence even more thrilling; this element is called a hairpin 
dive'. Preferably, a track may comprise a so-called trick 
track. The relatively unknown trick track element features 
a sequence of Small low banked turns. This can be compared 
with the sideways movement skiers and Snowboarders make 
during descending a hill. In roller coaster track terms, this 
means that the track rotates back and forth over the Sagittal 
axis. Applying this element in an amusement ride according 
to the invention (preferably with a near-perpendicular orien 
tation of the occupants), this trick-track element does contrib 
ute to a thrilling sensation in which the occupants can assume 
several body positions since the vertical loads hardly increase 
during the element. 
The initial speed that is needed can be given to the carriage 

by a lift or a launch. A disadvantage of a launch might be that 
due to the setup of the passengers on the carriage, possible 
high lateral forces could be experienced by the occupants. A 
traditional lift possibly suits the concept of this invention 
better and will possible cost less. 

In order to maintain balanced, humans rotate their torso 
while Squatting. Although several ways of squatting exist, this 
rotation can be seen as a natural movement and is in a pre 
ferred embodiment facilitated by the carriage. Ergonomic 
data indicate that this rotation occurs up to about 20 degrees 
in forward direction. In a preferred embodiment, the connect 
ing means are designed to also allow a forward rotational 
movement of the torso of the passenger during the ride while 
being restrained by the torso restraint. 
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To further enhance the movements that can be performed 
by a passenger during the ride while being restrained, the 
connecting means are possibly designed to allow a lateral 
movement of the torso of the passenger. This enables the 
passenger to stretch one leg while bending the other one, 
simulating a skiing movement. This lateral movement can 
possibly be combined with a forward rotation movement, but 
this is not necessary according to the invention. Possibly, the 
platform is moveable with respect to the transport part. E.g. 
the platform comprises means to enable a tilting movement of 
the feet made when performing skiing movements, to prevent 
(over-) stretching of the ankles. These means can e.g. be 
springs or cushions. The platform can be made actively or 
passively moveable with respect to the transport part, e.g. by 
imposing a vibration of the platform or by imposing a move 
ment of the platform as a whole. Possibly, the platform is 
rotatable about a vertical axis during the ride. In an advanced 
embodiment, the platform Supporting the passenger com 
prises two independently moveable foot supports. This addi 
tional freedom of movement will make the amusement ride 
device to resemble reality even closer. 

Preferably, the connecting means are designed as a guide 
structure arranged on the transport part, along which the torso 
restraint is moveable. The guide structure can e.g. be vertical 
to allow an up and down movement of the passenger in the 
torso restraint with respect to the platform. Alternatively, the 
guide structure is semicircular and perpendicular to the plat 
form to allow a lateral and up and down movement of the 
passenger. Possibly, a Substantial vertical guide structure is 
curved backwards at the lowerpart to cause a forward rotation 
of the trunk of the passenger when squatting during the ride. 
Preferably, the connecting means comprises a guide part con 
nected to the torso restraint to be guided along the guide 
structure on the transport part. Alternatively, the connecting 
means further comprise a hinge to allow for a squatting move 
ment during the ride. In this embodiment, the frontal rota 
tion (from an occupants point of view) has been set indepen 
dent of other movements. The occupant can rotate his or her 
trunk forwards and backwards anytime during the ride in 
everybody position. The connecting means may alternatively 
comprise a combination of a curved guide structure and a 
hinge. In order to guide and damp this rotation, preferably 
damper Such as a gas cylinder or spring is implemented in the 
system. This prevents the occupant from making Sudden 
movements and possibly damaging himself or the system. 

Alternatively, the connecting means may comprise 
springs, (flexible) rods, pistons, etc. etc. 

Possibly, the platform Supporting the passenger is designed 
as a Surfboard, a skateboard, a Snowboard or a pair of skis, e.g. 
anticipating to a theme of the amusement device. In a pre 
ferred embodiment the orientation of the passenger in the 
torso restraint in the standing position with respect to the 
transport direction is between 15° and 45°, preferably about 
35° (as seen from above) to enhance the experience of surfing 
on water or Snow or skateboarding. This results in an 
improved overall ride experience, without increasing the 
speed. 

In a specific embodiment, multiple carriages move along a 
single track. The carriages can move individually along the 
track or can be coupled to form a train. In this preferred 
embodiment, each carriage comprises a single transport part 
with one or two platforms supporting an even number of 
passengers (one or more pairs of passengers) in a torso 
restraint in a standing position, which torso restraints are 
oriented Such that the passengers are disposed back to back. 
E.g., the passengers are disposed in a 2-2 arrangement with 
their backs towards each other. Hence, two passengers are 
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4 
oriented with their right foot in the direction of transport, 
while the other two passengers are oriented with their left foot 
in the direction of transport. Of course, any otherformation of 
the passengers is also possible: one passenger per carriage, or 
multiple passengers lined up behind each other on a single 
carriage, which can possibly each be differently orientated 
with respect to the transport direction. 
The passenger torso restraint engaging on the torso of the 

passenger should be able to safely support the passenger in a 
standing and in a squatting position, and should be suitable 
for passengers who have different figures (e.g., tall, short, fat, 
slender). 

In a preferred embodiment, the torso restraint comprises a 
possibly enclosing back Support, an over-shoulderrestraint or 
clamp as described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,531,459 and possibly an 
additive lap or hip bar. A drawback of such a shoulder restraint 
might be that the view of the passenger is restricted by the 
restraint. 

Alternatively, the torso restraint may comprise a back Sup 
port with a hip barrestraint. Possibly, the hip restraint can be 
hydraulically locked. In a preferred embodiment, an addi 
tional belt construction comprising one or two shoulder 
straps, such as a vest or harness, is provided between the back 
support and the hip restraint. In a preferred embodiment, the 
connection of the belt construction with the back support is 
adjustable, so that the belt construction can be fixed to the 
back Support in multiple positions with varying height. This 
makes the restraint system more appropriate for passengers 
with varying lengths. 

With only an upper restraint, occupants can slide out of the 
restraint fairly easy. A lower torso restraint can e.g. be 
designed as a parachute style groin belt or step-in restraint 
braces. A disadvantage of such a system might be that they are 
expensive and time consuming to apply. Preferably, the torso 
restraint further comprises a saddle between the passengers 
legs to provide the adequate Support and thus, together with 
other torso restraint elements provide a total enclosure of the 
torso of the occupant. The body is supported on the pubic 
bone and can be compared with sitting on a bicycle saddle. 
Possibly, a connecting belt and locking mechanism is present 
between the belt construction, shoulder restraint, lap bar or 
hip bar and this saddle, possibly as a redundant fastening 
system. The shape of the saddle is very important for its 
function as well as for legislation and for comfort of the 
occupants. The saddle has to support the pubic bone and 
should not leave too much room for people to get out of the 
restraint during the ride. Also, the width of the saddle should 
be tested empirical since small children (1.40 m) should fit the 
saddle as well as relatively fat persons with less or nearly no 
space between the legs. 

Possibly, an additional bracket is provided behind the 
upper end of the legs of the occupant to prevent occupants 
from hyperextending their knees. This knee-bracket can be 
provided with a height-depending system or can be situated 
such that a small person will have the bracket nearly in the 
back of his knee and a large person will feel this bracket high 
up the back side of his upper leg. 

In addition, the transport part of the carriage can further 
comprise one or more pairs of foot restraints on the platform, 
or alternatively a single foot restraint perpassenger. The torso 
restraints will probably prevent the occupant from evacuation 
during the ride, allowing the foot restraints to prevent uncon 
trollable vertical movements and extreme excursions of the 
legs. A certain angle between the feet is advisable in order to 
provide a safe and comfortable squatting movement during 
the ride. An amount of 20° between the sagittal planes of the 
feet appeared to be a suitable angle. In relation to the Sagittal 
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plane of the body, the toes should point outwards. In the 
snowboard industry, this is called the duckstance. A pre 
ferred embodiment of the foot restraint comprises a rotating 
front part that travels towards a fixed rear part, by which the 
ankle of the occupant is restrained. The system can be closed 
and locked by a hydraulic piston. 

Possibly, the foot restraint restrains the foot and ankle of 
the passenger, but the connection between the foot restraint 
and the platform enables some degree of tilting of the foot or 
feet when simulating a skiing movement. 

Because of safety reasons, a manual check of the restraints 
prior the ride can be requested. To check an upper main body 
restraint the operator can e.g. pull a lap bar or pull on a vest to 
check whether the system is locked or not. A belt between the 
lap bar and saddle can also be checked visually or with a quick 
grip. Possibly present foot restraints though, demand the 
operator to bend over and pull each foot restraints. This will 
become considerably uncomfortable for the operator and will 
take a fair amount of dispatch time. A possible system by 
which the operator can quickly check the status of the foot 
restraints without too much effort and time is created by 
adding two pedals per occupant on the edge of the base floor 
plate, which are connected to the foot restraints. With this 
system, the operator can visually check the status of the foot 
restraints. Also, by stepping on the pedals (while—for 
instance—checking the body restraint), the foot restraints are 
pushed open by which the operator can check whether the 
system is locked properly or not. An unequal pedal position 
might indicate an unequal closure of the feet (are both feet in 
the right place) or a failure in the system. The operator can, 
when park policy allows it, easily press the foot restraints 
tighter on the restraints themselves if needed. This is a rela 
tively low cost, mechanical solution that can easily be imple 
mented in a coach. 

Preferably the up and down movement of torso restraint 
with respect to the platform is limited to a lowermost position 
to Support occupants when a high downwardly directed ver 
tical load is experienced, or when people cannot or do not 
want to stand anymore, e.g. in case of fainting. Also an upper 
most position is preferably provided to prevent too large 
forces on the legs of the passenger when experiencing high 
upwardly directed vertical loads. Advantageously, the upper 
and/or lowermost position of the torso restraint with respect 
to the platform is adjustable depending on the length and 
possibly also the weight of the passenger. 

In a preferred embodiment, a damper system damps the 
movements of the passenger to prevent excessive loads and 
impact on the human body. Possibly, a spring or alternatively 
anhydraulic orgas damper is used to dampen the movements 
of the torso restraint. 

Even more preferably, an adjustable damper system is pro 
vided based on the weight of the passenger. The weighing of 
the passenger can occur directly, e.g. by a standing on a 
balance before entering the ride, or by a weighing system 
below the feet of the passenger. Once the occupant stands in 
foot restraints, the mass of the occupant is weighed and the 
Smothering setting of the damper can be adjusted. 

It is advantageously to provide for a passenger weight 
compensation system, e.g. by an upward force on the torso of 
the passenger, e.g. via the restraint, e.g. the saddle. The 
upward force on the torso experienced during the ride can be 
adjusted to the weight and/or height of the passenger. Possi 
bly, weighing of the person can be performed indirectly by 
pressure measuring means measuring the upward force 
exerted on the passenger. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the torso 
restraint moves—with its mass—along with the body of the 
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occupant. The influence of this added weight (and thus 
moment of inertia) can preferably be compensated by the 
implementation of a weight compensating system. For 
example, in a fully weight compensated System, the total 
weight of the torso restraint is compensated by a counter 
weight with an additional 2 to 4 kilograms, which will be 
experienced as a light pressure on the pubic bone. 

In an alternative embodiment according to the invention, 
the amusement ride device comprises a track and at least one 
carriage, which carriage is moveable along the track in a 
transport direction, which carriage comprises: 

a transport part which engages on the track comprising at 
least one passenger torso restraint engaging on the torso 
of the passenger for safely supporting the passenger, 
which transport part allows to Support at least one pas 
Senger, 

a platform, 
connecting means which connect the platform to the trans 

port part, which connecting means are designed to allow 
the passenger to perform movements during the ride 
while being restrained by the torso restraint, wherein the 
torso restraint performs a movement with respect to the 
platform during said movements of the passenger. 

The invention will be explained in detail with respect to the 
drawings, in which: 

FIGS. 1a-1c depict a schematic side view of a preferred 
embodiment of a carriage according to the invention, 

FIGS. 2a-2d depict a schematic perspective view of a sec 
ond preferred embodiment of an amusement ride device 
according to the invention, 

FIGS. 3a-3c depict a schematic perspective view of a third 
alternative embodiment of an amusement ride device accord 
ing to the invention, 

FIG. 4 depicts a schematic perspective view of a fourth 
alternative embodiment of an amusement ride device accord 
ing to the invention, 

FIG. 5 depicts a schematic perspective view of a fifth 
alternative embodiment of an amusement ride device accord 
ing to the invention, 

FIG. 6 depicts a schematic perspective view of a sixth 
alternative embodiment of an amusement ride device accord 
ing to the invention, 

FIG. 7 depicts a schematic perspective view of a seventh 
alternative embodiment of an amusement ride device accord 
ing to the invention, 

FIG. 8 depicts a schematic perspective view of an eight 
alternative embodiment of an amusement ride device accord 
ing to the invention. 

In FIG. 1 a schematic side view of a carriage 1 is presented. 
Carriage 1 comprises a schematically depicted transport part 
2, which transport part can engage on a track of an amusement 
ride device (not shown). Transport part 2 comprises a plat 
form 3 that allows to Support a passenger (not shown) in a 
standing position thereon. The carriage further comprises 
connecting means which connect the transport part 2 to a 
torso restraint 5. In this embodiment, the connecting means 
comprise a guide structure 4 along which the torso restraint 5 
is moveable in a substantial vertical direction, as visible from 
FIG.1b. In this embodiment, the platform 3 is provided above 
the track. It is known from prior art that the torso restraint 5 is 
moveable along the guide structure 4 to adjust the torso 
restraint 5 to the height of the passenger. In prior art, the torso 
restraint 5 is adapted to the passenger after boarding and 
subsequently fixed before the start of the ride. According to 
the invention, the guide structure 4 is designed to allow the 
passenger to perform movements during the ride between the 
standing position and a squatting position while being 
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restrained by the torso restraint 5. The torso restraint 5 per 
forms an up and down movement with respect to the platform 
3 during said squatting movements of the passenger. In FIG. 
1c it is schematically depicted that the connecting means 
between the passengertorso restraint 5 and the platform 3 also 
allow for a rotation of the torso of the passenger and the torso 
restraint 5 when the passenger squats during the ride. Details 
on the operation will be given below. 
The embodiment of the torso restraint 5 shown in FIG. 1 

comprises a back support 6, a hip bar 7, saddle 8 and bracket 
9. Back support 6 comprises a head rest 6a and a lumbar 
support 6b. This will fix the passenger more firmly into the 
seat and will increase the sense of safety of the passenger. Hip 
bar 7 is rotatable about pivotaxis 7a by pivot arms 7b. Hip bar 
7 will be pivoted upwards when entering the amusement ride 
device, and when the passenger has entered he can lower the 
hip bar 7 himselfor this will occur automatically, e.g. with the 
aid of hydraulics. The passenger sits/stands on the saddle 8 
resembling sitting on a bicycle saddle. Optional bracket 9 
prevents hyperextending of the knees (locking of the knees) 
when entering the carriage and during the ride. The connect 
ing means which connect the transport part 2 to a torso 
restraint 5 comprise the guide structure 4 and a guide part (not 
shown) to be guided along the guide structure 4 on the trans 
port part 2. This guide part (not shown) is connected to a 
frame part 10 onto which all elements of the torso restraint 5 
are mounted. The connecting means further comprise a hinge 
(not shown) between this guide part (not shown) and frame 
part 10 allowing a forward rotational movement of the torso 
restraint 5 about this hinge, enabling a forward rotation of the 
trunk or torso of the passenger during the ride while being 
restrained by the torso restraint 5. This rotation is shown in 
FIG 1c. 

In FIG. 2a an amusement ride device 20 is shown, com 
prising a track 21 and a carriage 22. In this embodiment, four 
passengers (not shown) are disposed on a single carriage 22 in 
a 2-2 arrangement with their backs towards each other. Two 
passengers are oriented with their rightfoot in the direction of 
transport T, while the other two passengers are oriented with 
their left foot in the direction of transport T. Of course, any 
other formation of the passengers is also possible. 

Carriage 22 comprises a transport part 23 sliding across 
track 21 with four sets of guide wheels 27. Transport part 23 
comprises two platforms 24 Supporting the passengers (not 
shown) in a standing position. Platform 24 is in this embodi 
ment designed as a Surfboard, skateboard or Snowboard, and 
can be tuned to the scenery and/or theme of the amusement 
ride device 20. A boarding platform 25a and handrail 25b is 
connected with the platform 24. 

Each platform 24 is provided with 2 sets of foot restraints 
26. A small angle between the feet is present in order to 
provide a safe and comfortable squatting movement during 
the ride. The toes point outwards, which is in the snowboard 
industry called the duckstance. The shown embodiment of 
the foot restraint 26 comprises a rotating front part 26a that 
travels towards a fixed rear part 26b, by which the ankle of the 
occupant is restrained. The system can be closed and locked 
by a hydraulic piston (not shown). 

The carriage 22 further comprises connecting means which 
connect the transport part 23 to four torso restraints 29. The 
connecting means in this embodiment comprise four guide 
structures 28 along which the torso restraints 29 are moveable 
up and down with respect to the transport part 23, in this 
embodiment in a substantial vertical direction. 
The embodiment of the torso restraint 29 shown in FIG. 2 

comprises a back support 30, a hip bar 31, saddle 32 and 
bracket 33. Back support 30 comprises a head rest 30a and a 
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lumbar support 30b. This will fix the passenger more firmly 
into the seat and will increase the sense of safety of the 
passenger. Hip bar 31 is rotatable about pivot axis 31a by 
pivot arms 31b. Hip bar 31 will be pivoted upwards when 
entering the amusement ride device, and when the passenger 
has entered he can lower the hip bar 31 himself or this will 
occur automatically, e.g. with the aid of hydraulics. A vest (or 
harness)34 is provided between the hip bar 31 and the back 
rest 30 to furthermore restrain the passenger. Possibly this 
vest can be adapted to the height of the passenger. Preferably, 
the vest comprises an adjustable belt system to adapt the vest 
also to the size of the passenger. Preferable, the vest is 
designed as described in copending application PCT/ 
EP2006/004562, hereby incorporated by reference. The pas 
senger sits on the saddle 32 resembling sitting on a bicycle 
saddle, while being Supported by the platform 24 in a standing 
position. Bracket 33 prevents hyperextending of the knees 
(locking of the knees) when entering the carriage and during 
the ride. 
The connecting means comprising guide structures 28 fur 

ther comprise guide parts 36 to be guided along the guide 
structure 28 on the transport part 23. These guide parts 36 are 
connected to frame parts 35, onto which elements of the torso 
restraint 29 are mounted. The connecting means further com 
prise hinges 37 between guide part 36 and frame part 35, to 
allow for a forward rotational movement of the torso restraint 
29 about this hinge 37, allowing a forward rotation of the 
trunk of the passenger. 
A damper or gas spring is preferably provided in guide 

structure 28 to dampen the up and down movement of the 
passenger. The position of the hinge 37 is behind the back of 
the person, preferably behind the lower part of the back to 
allow for a natural forward rotational movement while squat 
ting. 

FIG.2b shows the same embodiment as shown in FIG. 2a, 
but from another perspective. Same components are given 
same numerals, but are possibly better or worse visible. 
The perspective of FIG.2c is the same as that of FIG. 2a, 

but the torso restraint 29 is now closed (without passengers 
being present). In the shown embodiment a locking member 
38a is visible on hip bar 31, that can lock vest 34, or alterna 
tively a belt or belt system (not shown) to a lock 38b provided 
in saddle 32. 

FIG. 2d shows the embodiment shown in FIGS. 2a-2c with 
passengers 39. 

In FIGS. 3a-3c an alternative embodiment of an amuse 
ment ride device 40 is depicted. In the previous shown 
embodiments, the passenger embarks and disembarks the 
amusement ride device in a standing position, and can squat 
during the ride. It can be seen that alternatively, e.g. in this 
embodiment, the passenger embarks the amusement ride 
device in a sitting position, and can stand up and squat during 
the ride. Possibly, aids are provided to help the passenger to 
stand up from the squatted position. For example, rods or rails 
are provided. 
The device 40 comprises a track 41 and a carriage 42. The 

carriage 42 comprises a transport part 43 comprising a plat 
form 44, that allows to Support a passenger 45 in a sitting 
position (FIG. 3a), a squatting position (FIG. 3b) and in a 
standing position (FIG. 3c) thereon. The transport part 43 
engages on the track 41 with guide wheels 43a and is free to 
move along the track 41 in a transport direction T. The car 
riage 42 further comprises a torso restraint 46 for safely 
Supporting passenger 45 in a sitting, squatting and a standing 
position. In the shown embodiment, the torso restraint 46 
comprises a shoulder restraint 47 and a back rest 48 compris 
ing a head rest 48a and a lumbar Support 48b, and possibly 
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Some kind of seat or saddle (not shown), e.g. a semi-seat, 
possibly nothing more than a ladies' bicycle saddle or Small 
ridge, to sit on in the position shown in FIG. 3a. Shoulder 
restraint 47 is pivotable about pivot axis 47a. 

Connecting means 49 connect torso restraint 46 to trans 
port part 43, which connecting means 49 allow an up and 
down movement of the torso restraint 46 with respect to the 
platform 44. Connecting means 49 further allow the passen 
ger 45 to perform movements during the ride between the 
standing position and a squatting position and a forward 
rotational movement of the torso of the passenger while 
squatting and standing, while continuously being restrained 
by the torso restraint 46. The torso restraint 46 performs an up 
and down movement with respect to the platform 44 during 
said movements of the passenger 45. The connecting means 
49 in this embodiment comprise pistons 49a, possibly damp 
ers orgas springs, and rods 49b. The connecting means allow 
a lowermost position of the torso restraint and the passenger 
to rest or sit when fainted. Possibly, the connecting means 49 
also aid to help the passenger to stand up from the squatted 
position when the ride takes off. 

In FIG. 4 a fourth embodiment of an amusement ride 
device 50 according to the invention is shown. The amuse 
ment ride device 50 comprises a track 51 and a carriage 52. 
The carriage comprises a transport part 53 which engages on 
the track51 by four sets of guide wheels 54. The transport part 
53 comprises a platform 55 that allows to support two pas 
sengers (not shown) in a standing position thereon. The pas 
sengers will be disposed back-to-back on platform 55, with 
their feet in the two sets of foot restraints 56 provided on the 
platform 55. The passengers will further be restrained by a 
torso restraint 57. The torso restraint 57 in this embodiment 
comprises a back rest 57a, ahead rest 57b, a hip bar 57c which 
is pivotable about pivot axis 57d by pivot arms 57e and a 
parachute style hip restraint 57f which is a flexible belt to be 
placed along the groins of the passenger and connected to the 
hip bar 57c, thereby forming an X-shaped restraint. Between 
hip bar 57c and back restraint 57a a vest 57g is provided. The 
restraint 57 visible in a (large) front view is in an open posi 
tion, allowing the entry of a passenger, while the (Smaller) 
restraint 57 visible partly from behind is in a closed position. 
The torso restraint 57 is connected to the transport part 53 

by connecting means 58. Connecting means 58 comprise a 
U-shaped frame part 58a, to which two tubular-shaped hol 
low guide structures 58b are connected (only one of which is 
visible in FIG. 4). The connecting means comprise various 
guide parts 57h connected to torso restraint 57 that can be 
guided along the guide structure 58b to allow an up and down 
movement of the torso restraint 57 with respect to the plat 
form 55, and to allow the passenger to perform movements 
during the ride between a standing position and a squatting 
position while being restrained by the torso restraint 57. To 
dampen the movements of the passenger a cylinder, possibly 
a hydraulic cylinder 59 is provided to dampen the motion of 
the passenger. To also cause a forward rotational movement 
of the torso of the passenger during the ride while being 
restrained by the torso restraint 57 the guide structure 58 is 
curved backwards. 

In FIG. 5 a fifth embodiment of a detail of a carriage 60 is 
shown. A schematic view of a back rest 62 of a passenger 
torso restraint is visible, and part of connecting means 61 to 
connect the passengertorso restraint 62 to a transport part (not 
shown). The connecting means might further comprise a col 
umn (not shown) at the right-hand side of the drawing that can 
be placed on a platform (not shown). The shown part of 
connecting means 61 are designed as a so-called double wish 
bone construction, in the shown embodiment comprising rods 
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10 
61a, plates 61b, diagonal dampers 61c and a horizontal 
damper 61d, all pivotable about pivotaxes 61e. The horizon 
tal damper 61d can be used to adjust the connecting means 61 
to the height of the passenger. The two diagonal dampers 61c 
allow for a vertical movement of the passenger. The double 
wishbone geometry realizes a forward rotation of the back 
rest 62 of about 15-20°. A disadvantage of this system is the 
Small variety in lengths of persons that can seat in this car 
riage. 

In FIG. 6 a schematic perspective view of a sixth embodi 
ment of an amusement ride device 70 according to the inven 
tion is shown. In this embodiment, the passenger is allowed to 
perform a skiing movement, comprising an up and down 
movement and a lateral sideways movement. The amusement 
ride device 70 comprises a track 71 and a carriage 72. Car 
riage 72 comprises a transport part 73. Transport part 73 
comprises wheels 73b that engage on the track 71 and a 
platform 73a that allows to support a front facing passenger 
75 in a standing position thereon. 

Carriage 72 further comprises a passenger torso restraint 
76 engaging on the torso of the passenger 75 for safely Sup 
porting the passenger in at least the standing position. The 
shown passenger torso restraint 76 comprises a back Support 
76a with a head rest 76b, a shoulder restraint 76c and hip 
restraint 76d in one piece and a saddle 76e. The hip restraint 
76d is connected to the saddle 76e via a locking mechanism 
(not shown). 

Carriage 72 further comprises connecting means 77 which 
connect the passenger torso restraint 76 to the transport part 
73. Connecting means 77 are designed to allow a lateral 
movement of the torso of the passenger 75 during the ride 
while being restrained by the torso restraint 76, wherein the 
torso restraint 76 performs a movement with respect to the 
platform 73a. Simultaneously, the passenger 75 performs 
movements between the standing position and a squatting 
position, wherein the torso restraint 76 performs an up and 
down movement with respect to the platform 73a during said 
movements of the passenger 75. Connecting means 77 com 
prise a semicircular guide structure (only part of which is 
visible). 

In FIG. 7 a schematic perspective view of an eighth 
embodiment of an amusement ride device 80 according to the 
invention is shown. The amusement ride device 80 comprises 
a track 81 and a carriage 82. In this embodiment, the carriage 
82 is suspended under the track 81. 

Carriage 82 comprises a transport part 83 comprising 
wheels 85 that engage on the track 81. The transport part 83 in 
this embodiment comprises a platform 86, onto which the feet 
of passengers 84 are restrained by a pair of foot restraints (not 
shown). Each shown platform 86 allows to Support a passen 
gers 84. The platform 86 is moveable to some extent with 
respect to the transport part 83 in that the platform can per 
form a rotational movement indicated by arrow A1. 

Carriage 82 further comprises two passenger torso 
restraints 88 engaging on the torso of the passengers 84 for 
safely supporting the passengers 84. The torso restraints 88 
comprise a back rest 88a, a saddle 88b, a hip bar 88c which is 
pivotable about pivotaxis 88.dby pivot arms 88e. A vest88f is 
present between the hip bar 88c and the back rest 88a, extend 
ing over the torso and shoulders of passenger 84. The torso 
restraints 88 are connected to transport part 83 by connecting 
means 87, which connecting means 87 comprise a connection 
plate 87b and a guide structure 87a. The guide structure 87a 
which connect the torso restraint 88 to the transport part 83 is 
designed to allow the passenger 84 to perform a squatting 
movement of the legs during the ride while being restrained 
by the torso restraint 88, wherein the torso restraint 88 per 
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forms an up and down movement with respect to the platform 
86 during said movements of the passenger 84, indicated by 
arrow A3. 

In FIG. 8 part of an amusement ride device 90 is shown in 
perspective, comprising a track 91 and one carriage 92, which 
carriage 92 is moveable along the track 91 in a transport 
direction. The carriage 92 comprises a transport part 93 com 
prising wheels and a frame part engaging on the track 91. 
Substantially parallel to the track 91, a guide track 94 is 
provided. 

Carriage 92 further comprises a platform 95 that allows to 
Support the feet of at least one passenger by a pair of foot 
restraints 96. 

Carriage 92 further comprises two passenger torso 
restraints 97 engaging on the torso of the passenger for safely 
Supporting the passenger. The torso restraint 97 comprises a 
back support 97a, an over shoulder restraint 97b, a buckle 
security lock 97c that can lock into locking member 97d 
arranged on seat 97e. 

In the shown embodiment, the passenger torso restraint 97 
is fixedly connected to the transport part 93 in a suspended 
manner to support the passenger, while the platform 95 is 
connected by connecting means 98 to the transport part 93, 
which connecting means 98 are designed to allow the passen 
ger to perform movements during the ride while being 
restrained by the torso restraint 97, wherein the torso restraint 
97 performs a movement with respect to the platform 95 
during said movements of the passenger. In the shown 
embodiment, the guide track 94 imposes movements of the 
platform 95 with respect to the restraint 97. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. An amusement ride device, comprising a track and at 

least one carriage, wherein the carriage is moveable along the 
track in a transport direction, wherein the carriage comprises: 

a transport part which engages on the track, and 
at least one platform that allows to support the feet of at 

least one passenger in a standing position thereon, 
wherein the transport part comprises at least one passenger 

torso restraint, the passengertorso restraint engaging on 
the torso of the passenger for safely supporting the pas 
senger in at least the standing position, the at least one 
platform being connected by connecting means to the 
transport part, and 

wherein the connecting means is designed to allow the 
passenger to perform movements between the standing 
position and a squatting position during the ride while 
being restrained by the torso restraint, wherein the torso 
restraint performs an up and down movement with 
respect to the platform during said movements of the 
passenger. 

2. The amusement ride device according to claim 1, 
wherein the connecting means is designed to allow a forward 
rotational movement of the torso of the passenger during the 
ride while being restrained by the torso restraint. 

3. The amusement ride device according to claim 1, 
wherein the connecting means is designed to allow a lateral 
movement of the torso of the passenger during the ride while 
being restrained by the torso restraint. 

4. The amusement ride device according to claim 1, 
wherein the connecting means is designed as a guide structure 
arranged on the transport part, along which the torso restraint 
is moveable. 

5. The amusement ride device according to claim 4. 
wherein the guide structure is curved to cause a forward 
rotation of the torso restraint when squatting. 

6. The amusement ride device according to claim 4. 
wherein the connecting means comprises a guide part to be 
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12 
guided along the guide structure, and a hinge to allow for a 
forward rotational movement of the torso restraint during the 
ride. 

7. The amusement ride device according to claim 1, 
wherein the torso restraint comprises a back Support, a hip bar 
and a saddle. 

8. The amusement ride device according to claim 7. 
wherein the hip bar is connectable to the saddle via a locking 
mechanism. 

9. The amusement ride device according to claim 7. 
whereinthetorso restraint comprises a belt construction com 
prising one or two shoulder straps between the hip bar and the 
back Support. 

10. The amusement ride device according to claim 9. 
wherein the connection of the belt construction with the back 
Support is adjustable, so that the belt construction can be fixed 
to the back Support in multiple positions with varying height. 

11. The amusement ride device according to claim 7. 
wherein the torso restraint comprises a bracket below the 
saddle which will be behind the legs of the passenger to 
prevent hyperextending of the knees of the passenger. 

12. The amusement ride device according to claim 1, 
wherein the torso restraint comprises a back Support, a shoul 
der restraint and a saddle. 

13. The amusement ride device according to claim 12, 
wherein the shoulder restraint is connectable to the saddle via 
a locking mechanism. 

14. The amusement ride device according to claim 1, 
wherein the transport part further comprises one or more pairs 
of foot restraints on the platform. 

15. The amusement ride device according to claim 1, 
wherein the platform Supporting the passenger is designed as 
a Surfboard, a skateboard, a Snowboard or a pair of skis. 

16. The amusement ride device according to claim 1, 
wherein the orientation of the passenger in the torso restraint 
with respect to the transport direction is between 15° and 45°, 
preferably about 35° as seen from above. 

17. The amusement ride device according to claim 1, 
wherein the platform is moveable with respect to the transport 
part. 

18. The amusement ride device according to claim 1, 
wherein the at least one passenger torso restraint is suspended 
under the track. 

19. The amusement ride device according to claim 1, 
wherein multiple carriages move along a track, wherein each 
carriage comprises a single transport part with one or two 
platforms Supporting one or more pairs of passengers in a 
torso restraint, and the torso restraints are oriented Such that 
the passengers are disposed back to back. 

20. An amusement ride device, comprising a track and at 
least one carriage, wherein the carriage is moveable along the 
track in a transport direction, wherein the carriage comprises: 

a transport part which engages on the track and comprises 
at least one platform that allows to Support at least one 
passenger in a standing position thereon, 

at least one passenger torso restraint engaging on the torso 
of the passenger for safely Supporting the passenger in at 
least the standing position, and 

connecting means which connects the passenger torso 
restraint to the transport part, wherein the connecting 
means allows a movement of the torso restraint with 
respect to the platform, 

wherein the connecting means is designed to allow the 
passenger to perform movements between the standing 
position and a squatting position during the ride while 
being restrained by the torso restraint, wherein the torso 
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restraint performs an up and down movement with 
respect to the platform during said movements of the 
passenger. 

21. The amusement ride device according to claim 20, 
wherein the connecting means is designed to allow a forward 
rotational movement of the torso of the passenger during the 
ride while being restrained by the torso restraint. 

22. The amusement ride device according to claim 20, 
wherein the connecting means is designed to allow a lateral 
movement of the torso of the passenger during the ride while 
being restrained by the torso restraint. 

23. The amusement ride device according to claim 20, 
wherein the connecting means is designed as a guide structure 
arranged on the transport part, along which the torso restraint 
is moveable. 

24. The amusement ride device according to claim 23, 
wherein the guide structure is curved to cause a forward 
rotation of the torso restraint when squatting. 

25. The amusement ride device according to claim 23, 
wherein the connecting means comprises a guide part to be 
guided along the guide structure, and a hinge to allow for a 
forward rotational movement of the torso restraint during the 
ride. 

26. The amusement ride device according to claim 20, 
wherein the torso restraint comprises a back Support, a hip bar 
and a saddle. 

27. The amusement ride device according to claim 26, 
wherein the hip bar is connectable to the saddle via a locking 
mechanism. 

28. The amusement ride device according to claim 26, 
wherein the torso restraint comprises a belt construction com 
prising one or two shoulder straps between the hip bar and the 
back Support. 
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29. The amusement ride device according to claim 28, 

wherein the connection of the belt construction with the back 
Support is adjustable, so that the belt construction can be fixed 
to the back Support in multiple positions with varying height. 

30. The amusement ride device according to claim 26, 
wherein the torso restraint comprises a bracket below the 
saddle which will be behind the legs of the passenger to 
prevent hyperextending of the knees of the passenger. 

31. The amusement ride device according to claim 20, 
wherein the torso restraint comprises a back Support, a shoul 
der restraint and a saddle. 

32. The amusement ride device according to claim 31, 
wherein the shoulder restraint is connectable to the saddle via 
a locking mechanism. 

33. The amusement ride device according to claim 20, 
wherein the platform Supporting the passenger is designed as 
a Surfboard, a skateboard, a Snowboard or a pair of skis. 

34. The amusement ride device according to claim 20, 
wherein the orientation of the passenger in the torso restraint 
with respect to the transport direction is between 15° and 45°, 
preferably about 35° as seen from above. 

35. The amusement ride device according to claim 20, 
wherein the at least one passenger torso restraint is suspended 
under the track. 

36. The amusement ride device according to claim 20, 
wherein multiple carriages move along a track, wherein each 
carriage comprises a single transport part with one or two 
platforms Supporting one or more pairs of passengers in a 
torso restraint, and the torso restraints are oriented Such that 
the passengers are disposed back to back. 
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Bolliger & Mabillard is specialized in the delivery of custom-designed roller coasters. Each roller coaster

is conceived to answer the specific needs and desires of the client and to adapt perfectly to the available

topography.

Bolliger & Mabillard brings its original ideas to the amusement industry backed by sophisticated engineering, a broad base of
practical experience, together with first-rate quality control and fast, conscientious after-sales service.

The company enjoys a worldwide reputation among the amusement parks clientele for providing and maintaining extremely
smooth rides on all of its coaster designs.

Bolliger & Mabillard is committed to providing quality products and services, for complete client satisfaction.

COMPANY (/COMPANY)

Company | Bolliger & Mabillard https://www.bolliger-mabillard.com/company
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Pipeline: The Surf Coaster

Pipeline's overbanked turn

SeaWorld Orlando

Location SeaWorld Orlando

Park section Sea of Power

Coordinates 28.4109°N 81.4639°W

Status Operating

Soft opening

date

May 12, 2023

Opening date May 27, 2023

General statistics

Type Steel – Launched

Manufacturer Bolliger & Mabillard

Model Surf Coaster

Lift/launch

system

LSM launch

Pipeline: The Surf Coaster

Pipeline: The Surf Coaster, or simply Pipeline, is a
launched roller coaster located at SeaWorld Orlando in
Orlando, Florida. Manufactured by Bolliger & Mabillard
(B&M),  the  roller  coaster  opened  on  May  27,  2023.
Pipeline  is  a  Surf  Coaster  model  from  B&M  and  is
themed to surfing, featuring surfboard-shaped vehicles.

The roller  coaster  is  a  first-of-a-kind prototype where
the seats of riders shift up and down along the course
layout.  It  reaches  a  height  of  110  feet  (34  m)  and  a
maximum speed of 60 mph (97 km/h), and it features a
track  length  of  2,950  feet  (900  m).  Following  Mako,
Manta and Kraken, Pipeline is the fourth B&M coaster
located at SeaWorld Orlando.

Development for a new roller coaster prototype began in
2019, followed by the filing of a patent trademark  for
"Surf Coaster" by roller coaster manufacturer Bolliger &
Mabillard  on  May  28,  2019.[2]  A  project  codenamed
"Project  Penguin" was revealed in January 2020 after
site-work plans were filed with Orange County officials
for a new attraction in 2021.[3][4] The new project was
planned to be built toward the front of the park near a
pathway that runs along Bayside Stadium.[5]  The area
had been used in the past for festivals in the park.[5][6]

Subsequent  plans  were  made  in  June  and  September
2020,  which  also  confirmed  the  new  project  to  be  a
"custom launch coaster" featuring a stand-up restraint
design.  Early  reports  speculated that  the Surf  Coaster
model would be built at SeaWorld Orlando.[2][7]

Teasers  for  SeaWorld  Orlando's  new  roller  coaster
began  in  April  2022.  A  picture  of  trees  with  roller
coaster track in the background was depicted in the first
teaser. Construction fencing began appearing along the
surrounding area.[3] In June 2022, the park teased with
the warning, "High surf advisory".[8] The teaser warning
would later be used as a hashtag to tease and promote

Coordinates: 28.4109°N 81.4639°W

History

Pipeline: The Surf Coaster - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pipeline:_The_Surf_Coaster
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Height 110 ft (34 m)

Length 2,950 ft (900 m)

Speed 60 mph (97 km/h)

Inversions 1

Duration 1:50

Height

restriction

54–78 in (137–198 cm)

Trains 2 trains with 6 cars. Riders

are arranged 2 across in 2

rows for a total of 24 riders

per train.

Theme Surfing

Website Official website (https://sea

world.com/orlando/roller-c

oasters/pipeline)

 Quick Queue available[1]

Pipeline: The Surf Coaster at RCDB (http

s://rcdb.com/20042.htm)

the roller coaster on social media.[9] Due to the fallout
from  Hurricane  Ian  in  September  2022,  the  official
unveiling of the new coaster in an announcement was
delayed.[10]

The  final  teaser  video  was  released  in  early  October
2022.  In  the  video,  the  attraction's  construction
progress was on display.[11][12] On October 18, 2022, the
park officially unveiled Pipeline: The Surf Coaster in an
announcement.[13][14]  The  scheduled  opening  was
revealed to be spring of 2023.[15] It was marketed as the
first  surf  coaster  in  the  world.[16]  Track  construction
went vertical in late October 2022.[17]  Pipeline's trains
were put on display at the International Association of
Amusement  Parks  and  Attractions  (IAAPA)  Expo  on
November 15, 2022.[18]

Construction of  the track completed a month later on
December  19,  2022,[19][20]  which  was  followed  by
testing in March 2023.[6] The official opening date was
revealed as May 27, 2023, with a soft opening preview
period for passholders starting on May 12, 2023.[21]

After exiting the station, the surfboard-themed train launches 60 miles per hour (97 km/h) into a
110 feet (34 m) overbanked turn to the right. Following the overbanked turn, the train turns left
into an inversion billed as the "wave curl" inversion by the park, before the train goes up and turns
right into one of two helix elements. After succeeding the 360° helix, the train immediately turns
into a second overbanked turn. Traveling into a banked airtime hill, the train turns right and then
whips to the left into a second, 270° helix. Then, the train turns left immediately after the helix,
before turning right, into the final brake run.[22][23]  The total duration for the roller coaster is
approximately one minute and fifty seconds.[24]

Pipeline: The Surf Coaster is a surf coaster model manufactured by Bolliger and Mabillard. Though
the ride strikes similarities with the stand-up roller coaster model, the ride was clarified as not
being one, as stated by Jonathan Smith, SeaWorld's vice president of rides and engineering. Smith
expressed at the IAAPA Expo on November 15, 2022 that the differences were that unlike stand-up
roller coasters where riders stand "erect", the restraints on surf coasters have movement.[25] The
roller coaster is the fourth Bolliger & Mabillard roller coaster at SeaWorld Orlando, the other three
being Mako, Manta and Kraken.[9][16]

The steel track for Pipeline: The Surf Coaster is approximately 2,950 feet (900 m) long and the

Ride experience

Characteristics

Track
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Florida portal

height of the highest peak, the first overbanked turn, is 110 feet (34 m).[26][27]  The color of the
track is teal and the supports are white.[28][29]

Pipeline: The Surf Coaster is themed to surfing,[30]  especially surfing cultures in California and
Australia.[17] The park bills the launch section of the roller coaster as a "surfing launch", along with
"wave jumping motions", which shift rider's seats up and down to resemble the feeling of surfing.
[31][24][32] Additionally, the roller coaster's trains are designed to mimic surfboards.[13] The roller
coaster's only inversion is titled the "wave curl" inversion, which is based on the "cork alley oop"
surfing maneuver.[33]

▪ Stand-up roller coaster
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Schaapweg 18 | 6063 BA Vlodrop | The Netherlands T +31 (0)475 409 222 info@vekoma.com 

P.O. Box 8006 | 6060 AA Posterholt | The Netherlands F +31 (0)475 402 115 www.vekoma.com 

Bolliger & Mabillard 
Ch. Des Dailles 31 
1870 Monthey 
Switzerland 
 
Ref: Seaworld Orlando – Pipeline: The Surf Coaster 
 
Dear Ms. Bolliger, 
 
We like to explain our position in respect to presumed features of the vehicle of the Pipeline coaster at 
Seaworld Orlando which is presently under construction.  
 

We were triggered by the promotion video displayed on Seaworld’s website, where the opening of the 

Pipeline coaster is announced, supported by animated ride footage 

(https://youtu.be/EX21m85avyI?list=TLGGh7pQHZfCDuQxMDAxMjAyMw).  

The section starting at 5min25sec shows guests performing a squat movement. If this is going to be the case 

in reality, we like to point to US patent 7.987.793, awarded to Vekoma Rides Engineering and which is valid 

until March 2027. This patent is primarily encompassing the squat movement and the device allowing the 

passenger to perform a squat movement as if riding a surfboard, ski or the like (see claims 1 and 33 in 

particular). Based on the footage of the promotion video we see a possible infringement upon this patent. 

If above is applicable to the Pipeline coaster, we like to open discussions about an arrangement allowing 

B&M to make use of the intellectual property protected by the above mentioned patent along the lines of a 

release agreement as has been arranged between our companies in the past. 

Looking forward to your reply, we remain 

Yours sincerely   
 
 
 
Har W.A.B. Kupers                                         

CEO                                     
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1
A'MUSE'NKI&t T RIIIK iyKVIOE

Ann&sement ride device, compris&n a track and at least one
carriage. &vhich carriage is moveablt: Blong thti Ili&ck n& B

Iransport direction. which carriage comprises
a tmnsport part which engages on the track
at least one platform that allows to support the feet ol at

least one passenger.
at least one passenger torso restraint engaging on tlm torso

of the passenger for safely support&ng the passenger.
where&n the transport part compnses one of the passenger
torso restraint or tbc platfortn Io support the passm& Lr, u hite
the other is corn&ected by connecting means to the tmnsport
part,

11ns type ofamusement nde device &s u.ell to&own from the
art m&d applied in nuioy stand-up roller coasters An cxan&pie

ofsuch Bn an&i&sLBILnt ride device is described in 11 S. Pat. No
4.SSI.45&t. In tlus patent a carriage is described hav&ng B

stand&ng position support column for holdu&g a passm& er &n

an upright posture on a platfonu of a transport part which rolls
or orb its along a track. A height-adjusting frame is disposed at
the standing posit&on support colunu& to be vertically movable
there-along and adjusted at a proper pos&tion in accordance
with thc height of the passenger The frame has a locking
mecha&usm for locku&g the he&pt-Bdiust&n frame dunng the
ride. The torso restraint comprises a pair of right and left
shoulder holders wluch support the upper hei I'o f the body and
a saddle for support&ng the pelv&c portion of the body and an
abdominal support for supporting Ihc lower toe,o of the pas-
sen er. The shoulder lmlders are locked in the passenger
holding pos&t&ons dunng the rtde.

The object ol'hc invention is to provide Bn improved
amusement nde dev&ce with an ameliortited nde expenence.

ll&is objective is accomplished by an annisement ride
device according to Ihc preamble ol'claim 1. in &vh&ch Ihc

connecting means are desi ned to allow the passenger to
perfi&rm movemm&ts during thc ride while being restrai&md by
Ihe torso restraint, wherein Ihe torso restrau&I pcrlortns u

movement with respect to the platfom& during said move-
ments of the passenger

Possibly. the feet of the passen er are connected to the
platform. I'he connection between one of the passenger torso
restraim or the transport part to thc platforn& can possibly be
moveable, e.g. by v&brations.

11&e movements of the passenger can be performed by the
passenger itself. e g. by bendin, tus knees. or bendu&g one
knee and stretching the other leg. 1 lus way Bn enlmnced sense
ol'cxci&ament is created, allowing the passengers the puss&-

b&l&ty to create their own att&tude and thus establ&sh their own
style, interpretation and intensity of the ride. I'he movements
ol'ihe passenger can also be imposed, e g by clectricnl means
or by mechanical meuns related to the track, adlusung the
position of tlm passenger to tlm scenery present at a particular
p&1 sit&on of the II &Ick. c.g. squi&&lbig the pas serge'I 1& lmn cu&PV

nlg B tunncl. lhc nlovcnlcnts t&f thc to&so res&fault w&th

rcspcct to the platliorm cm& either be movcnwnts of the torso
restraint with respect to a 'static'la1 form. or movements of a
platform v;ith respect to a 'static* torso restraint, or possibly
boih ihc torso restraint and thc platform arc nameable

In a preferred embodiment, the amusement nde device
comprises a track m&d at least une carriage, v, hich carriage is
moveable along the track u& a transport d&rection, u tuch mu-

riage comprises:
a transpo&t part which cngagcs on thc track and comprises

at least one platform that allows to support Bt least one
passenger in a standing position thereon.

at least one passenger torso restraint engaging on tlm torso
of the passenger for safely supporting the passenger m at
least the standing position,

connecting n&cans which connect the pnssengcr torso
S restraint to the transport part, &vluch connect&ng means

allow a movement of the torso restraint with respect to
the plutfortn.

whereby the connect&ng means Bre des&vgned to allow the
passcngcr to pcrliinn movements during, the ride u bile being

n& restrau&ed by the torst1 restr unu where&n Ihe torso restraint

performs a movement with respect to the platform during sa &d

nit&vcr&cuts ol Ilm passPngcn
The connecting means are preferably designed to allow the

passenger to pcrfonn movements between rim standing posi-
t&on &u&d a aqua&bug pos&tioiu w harem I he torso restramt per-
forms an up and down movement with respect to the platform
during said movcmcnts of the passenger This enables the
passenger Io be restrained on the amusenwnt ride dev&ce

while being able to squat for waves, tunnels etc etc., u hite the
SB carriage moves along thc trtick perliirtning turns, nose dives,

horseshoes. camelbacks, hehxes. possibly somersaults etc.
etc., thereby providing a unique thrilling amusement

Preferably. the passenger can board and d&sembark the
carriage along the track. 'ihe track may also be an endless
uack. e.g. comprising slopes, curves, inclines and possibly
also loops. The track can also not be endless. and des&gned

e.g. as a half-pipe or be arranged at a natural slope. e.g. at a

skiing area u& the summer. One of Ihe most feared (and by
some most los edt parts ofa roller coaster ride is the first drop.

&B ln this part of the track, the train convcrts its height into spcxd.
h& roller coasters u&th long trains, the first drop &s often from
the hft dov;t& to one of the lou est potnts it& the ride in order to
pick up Bs much speed Bs poss&blc. In roller coasters &vith

smgle coaches. the first drop &s usually a short one in v luch
"» the coach gains just m&ough spesxt to reach the following

elenmnt As snov, boarders m&d skatcboardcrs cntcr thchall'&pe.

they experience about the same, a short bursting vert&cal

n&ovenmnt, Surfers experience thc sanw. &shen they pick up
their wave Turning dwu& Ihe drop uould make this experi-

so ence even more tluilling: this elmnent is call&BI a 'hairpin
dive* Pret'erably, a track nu&y comprise a so-called 'trick
track'. 11&e relatively unto&oun 'trtck track'lement fean&res

a sext&&ence of small lou banked turns. fhis can be compared
with tlm sidcwavs niovcmLnt skiers and snowboarders BI&ikc

duru&g descending a lull. In miler coaster track tents, tlus
means that the tmck rotates back and forth over the sagittal
ax&s. Applying this element in an amusement nde accord&ng

to the invention (preferably u ith a near-perpend&cuter orien-
tat&on ol'the ocvupantst, this I rick-Irack element does contrib-

c ute to a thrillmg sensat&on u& v luch the occupants can assume
seveml body positions since the vertical loads hardly increase
during the elmnent

The in&t&al speed that &s needed cm& be g&ven to the carrtage
by a lift ore Im&nch Adisadvm&tageofa launch misht bcthat

1 due to the setup of the passengers on Ihe carri ige. poss&ble

high tatami forces could be experienced by the occupants. A
traditional lift possibly suits the ct&BOLT&t of this imvntion
better and w&11 possible et&st less

In order to maintain balanced, humans rotate their torso
m& while squatting Although seve&al ways of squatting exist, this

rotation can be seen as a natural movement and &s in a pre-
ferred embodinwnt facilitated by the carriage. I:,rgimomic

data &nthcate tlmt tlus rotauon occurs up to about 20 depees
in fortvard direction. In a preferred embodiment, the connect-
ing means are designed to also allow a forward rotational
movement of the torso of the passenger dunng the nde tvlule
being restrained by the torso restraint.
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To further enhance the nx&venmnts that can be perfurtued
by u passenger duru&g the ride uhile being restmu&ed. the
connecting means are possibly designed to allow a lateral
movemcnt of thc torso of tlm passenger. This cnablcs thc
passenger to stretch one leg while bending the other one, s

sinuilating a skiing movement. Ibis lateral movement can
poss&bly be combined w &th a forward rotauon movement. but
this is not necessary according to the invention. Possibly, the
plalforn& is mi&&nable with re~spect to Ihc transport part I:, g
the platform comprtses me u&s to eaable a tdting movement of u&

the feet made when perfornung skimg movements, to pre ent
(over-) stretching ol'hc a&ides. These means ean e g be
spru&gs or cusluons. The platform can be nu&de act&vely or
passively moveable with respect ro tlm transport part, c g by
unposing n vibration of the platform or by imposing a move-
ment of tl&e platform as a vvhole. Possibly, the platform is
rotatable about a vc&tical axis during the ride In an advanced
embodiment, the platfonu supportu&g the passenger com-
prises two indep u&dently moveable foot supports This addi-
tional fin@on& of movement &sill make Ihe amusement ride &a

device to resemble reality even closer.
Preferably, the connecting means are designed as a guide

structure armsnged on the transport part, along v, luch the torso
restraint is moveable. The guide strt&cture can e.g. be vertical
to allow an up and down movcnmnt of the passenger in the "

torso restr unt u ith respect to the platform. Alternauvely. the
guide structure is semicircular and perpend&euler to the plat-
I'orm to allow a lateral a&xl up and down movement ol'he
passenger. Poss&bly, a substantial vert&cal guide structure is
curved backu nrds at the k&acr part to causes fi&rward rotation sa

of the trunk of the passenger &shen squauu&g dunng tl&e rtde.
Preferably. the connect&ng means compr&ses a guide part con-
ncctcd to lhc torso restraint to bc guided along the guide
structure on the transport part. Alternat&vely. the connect&ng
means finthcr compri ken hinge to allow fora squatting move- "»

mcm durtng the rtdc. In this emboduncnt, thc 'I'ron&el'oia-
uon (from an occupant's po&nt ofv&ew) has been set indepen-
dent of other movcmcnts. Tlm occupant can mtate his or lmr
Iru&ds foruards and backwards anylin&c during Ihe ride in
every body position. fhe connecting mam&s may

alternatively

sr&

ram&prise a con&bination of a curved guide structure and a

lunge. In order to gu&de and damp this rotat&on, preferably
dmnper such as a gas cylinder or spring is implemented in the
system. This prevents the occupant from making sudden
movements and poss&bfy damag&ng luu&self or the system.

Alternatively, the connecting means may comprise
spru&gs. (fiexible) rods. p&stons. etc, etc.

Possibly. the platform supporting the passenger is designed
as a surlboard. a skateboard, a snow board or a pmr of'skis. e g
ant&c&patmg to a theme of the mm&sement dev&ce. In a pre- u

ferred embodiment the orientation of the passenger in the
lorso restrau&l u& the slnndin posilim& with respcvt to lhc
transport d&rect&on &s betv;een 15" and 45', prefemsbly about
35'as seen from above) to enhance thc experience of surfing
on water or snou or skateboardu& . Th&s results in an s

improved ovemll ride experience, without increasing the
speed.

In a specdic embod&ment, multiple carri iges move along a

single track. The carriages can move individually along the
track or can be coupled Io I'orm a tmin ln this preferred c&

embodiment, each carriage comprises a single transport part
with une or two platforms supporting an even number of
passengers (one or more pa&rs of passengers) in a torso
resuaint &n a standing position. wluch torso restnints are
oriented such d&at the passengers are disposed back to back
L.g., the passengers are d&sposed in a 2-2 arrangement w&th

the&r backs towards each other. Hence. two passengers are

oriented with their right foot in tlm direction of transport,
wh&le the other two pussengers are onented with the&r left foot
in the direct&on oftransport. Ofcourse. Sny other fom&ation of
tlm passengers is also possible: one passenger per carnage, or
nu&ltiple passengers 1&ned up belund each other on a s&ngle

carriage, which can possibly each be differently orientated
with respect to the transport dirtxt&ou.

I'he passenger torso restraint engaging on the torso of the
passenger slmuld be abls to salely support the passenger in a

standing and in a squatting posit&on. and should be su&table

for passengers who lmve &hfferent figures (e.g., tall, short, fat,
slmxler)

In a preferred embodunent, the torso restraint comprtses a

possibly enclosing back support. m& over ~ lxmlder restraint or
clan&p»s describisI in IJ.S Pat No 4,531,459 and possibly m&

additivelaporl&ipbar Adrawbackofsuchashoulderrestraint
n&ight bo that the view of the passenger is restricted by thc
res&& Cull

Alternatively. the torso restmint may comprise a back sup-
port with a hip bar restraint. Possibly. the hip restraint can bc
hydraulically locked. In a preferred embod&ment, an addi-
tional belt construction comprising one or two shoulder

straps, such as a vest or harness, is prov&ded between the back
support and the hip restraint. In a preferred embodiment. the
connection of tlm belt construction with the back support is
adlustable, so that the belt construction can be fixed to the
back support in multiple positions u ith varying hei+at. 'Ignis

makes thc I'eslr»lul sy'steal nl&1&c apprt&plla&c fo& passengers
uith vary&ng lengths.

With only au upper restraint, occupm&ts can slide out of&he

restra&nt lairly easy. A lower torso restraint can e.g be
des&gned as a paraclu&te style groin belt or step-u& restraint
bmces A disadvantage o1'such a systen miglu bc that they arc
expensive and time consumu&g to apply. Prelerubly, the torso
restmint furtlmr comprises a saddle benvecn the passengers*
legs to provide the adequate support and tin&s, u&gether ivith
other torso restra&nt elements prov&de a total enclosure of the
torso of the occupant The body is supported on thc pubic
bone and can be conipured u ith siuing on a bicycle saddle.
I'ossibly, a conncecting belt and locking mechanism is present
bctwccen thc belt construction, six&ulder restraint, lap bar or
h&p bar and this saddle, poss&bly as a redundant fasterung
system. The shapi'. Cf the saddle is very important for its
fi&nction as &veil as fi&r legislation and fi&r comfort of the
occupants. The saddle has to support the pubic bone and
should not leave too nuich room for people to get out of the
restrtunt duru&g the ride. Also. the w&dth of the saddle should
be tested empirical smce sn&all children(1.40 m) should fit the
snddlc ns uwl I as relatively fat persons ivith less or nearly no

space between the legs.
Possibly, an addit&onal bracket is prov&ded belfind the

upper end of the legs of the occupant to prevent occupants
from hyperextendu&g their knees. I'his knee-bm&cket can be
provided with a imight-depending system or clm bc situated
such that a small person ivill have the bmckel nearly &n the
back ofhis knee and n large person will feel tlfis bracket l&igh

up thc back side ol'his upper leg
In add&t&on, the transport part of lhe carrtnge can further

comprise one or more pairs of foot restraints on the platform,
or ultan&atively a single frm&l restraint per ivakscnger The lorso

restn 
&ats &vill probably prevent the oceopm&t from evacuation

during tlm ride, allowing the foot restnints to prevent uncon-
trollable verucal n&ovements and extreme excurs&ons of the
legs. A certain angle between the feet &s advisable in order to
provide a safi: and comfortable squatting n&ovenmnt during
the rtde. An amount of 20'etween the sag&ttal planes of the
feet appeared to be a suitable angle. In relation to the sagittal
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5
pinna of the body, tlm toes should point outwards. In the
snowboard industry. tlus is called the 'duckstanceq A pre-
ferred embodiment of the foot restraint comprises a mtating
front part that travels towards a fixed rear part, by ivhich thc
ankle of the occupant is restrauied. The system can be closed I
and locked by a hydmulic piston.

Possibly. the fool restramt restrauis the foot and ankle of
the passenger, but the connection betv,een the foot restmint
mid the p 1st I'orm enables sonw degree o f Ii (ting o I'he foot or
feet w.hen ~Imulating a skiing movement. Ia

Because of safety reasons, a manual check of the restmints
prior flm ride can be rcxfucsted. To check mi upper mmn body
restraint the operator can e.g. pull a lap bar or pull on a vest to
clmck w hether tlm sysmm is locked or not A belt bctwecn the
lapbarandsaddlecanalsobecheckcdvisuallyoriiithaquick i.

grip. Possibly present foot restmints though. demand the
operator to bend over and pull each foot rostnlints This will
bewome considerably uncomfortable for theoperator midwill
take a fair mnount of dispatch time. A possible systmn by
which tfic opemtor can quickly check Ihe status of the font o

restraints without too much effort and tune is created by
adding nvo pedals per occupant on the edge of the base floor
plate. which are connected to the foot restmints. With tins
system, the operaulr can visually check the status of the foot
restraints. Also. by stepping on the pedals (while for "

uistance checking Ihe body restraint). the foot restrauits are
push(xt open by winch the operator can check ivhether the
systelu Is locked properly or not. An unequal pedal position
might Indicate an unequal closure of the feet (are both feet in
thc right place) ore failure in tlm system Tlic operator c;ui, lo
when park pillicy allo~a it. easily press the foot resuaints
tighter on the restraints themselves if needed. This is a rela-
tively low cosfi mcchmiicnl soluiion tfmt can iasily be imple-
nleilteil ln a coach.

Preferably thc up and down movmnent of torso restmint "»

with respcect to the p letfonu is fimitcxl to a low cnnost posiuon
to support occupants when a lugh downlvardly directed ver-
tical load is experienced, or wlmn people cnnnot or do not
want tostandmlyinOre,e g uicaseoffainting AlsomluPpcr-
most position is preferably provided to prevent too large ao

forces on the legs ol'he passenger wlmn experiencing high
upwardly directed vertical loads. Advantageously, the upper-
s od/or lowermost position of the torso restm tnt with respect
to thc platform is adjusiablc depending on thc length and
possibly also the weight of the passenger.

In a preferred embodiment. a damper system dmnps the
movements of the passenger to prevent excessive loads and
impact on the luunan body. Possibly, a spring or alternatively
an hydraubc or gas damper is used to dampen the movemenfs
of the torso restrainl. o

Even more preferably. an adjustable damper system is pm-
vided based on the weight el'the passen cr The ~sighingol'he

passenger can occur directly, e.g. by a standin on a
balance bclilre entering the ride, or by a weighing system
beloiv Ihe feet ofthe passenger. Once the occupmit stands in I
foot restraints, the mass of the occupant is iveighed and the
smotlmring setting of the damper can be adjusted

It Is ulvanuigeously Io provide for a passenger ~eight
compensation system. e.g. by an upward filrce on the torso of
thc passvngcr, cg via the restraint, eg. the saddle The al
upward force on the torso experienced during the ride can be

adjusted to the v viaft and/or Imight of thc pnssenger. Possi-

bly, weighing of the person can be performed uidirectly by
pressure measuring means measuring the upward force
cxcnix) on tlm passenger. 6

In a preferred embodunent of the invention, the torso
restraint moves with its mass along with the body of the

occupant The influence of this added wvight (and thus
moment of uiertia) can prefemlbly be compensated by the
implementation of a weight compensating system. For
cxamplc, in a fully weight compensated system, thc toml
weight of the torso restraint Is compensated by a counter-
weight with an additional 2 to 4 kilograms, which will be
experienced as a light pressure on the pubic bone.

In an alternative embodiment accordmg to tile invention,
thc amuscmcnt ndc device comprises a Irack aml at least one
cmnage. wluch carnage Is moveable uloiig the track in a

transport direction, ivluch carriage compnses:
'i IlansPOII pall w llich cnga cs oll Ihf.'nlCk comprising at

least one passen er torso restraint angl ing on the torso
of the passenger for safi:ly supporting the passenger,
winch transpon pan allows to support at least one pas-
sellger,

a p latfilnn,
connecting means which connect Ihe platliirm Io the trmis-

port part, which connecting means are designed to allow
Ihe passmn cr to pcrlilrm inovcmcnts during the ride
wlule being restrained by the torso restraint, w herein the
torso restraint performs a movement ivith respect to the
platform dunng said movements of the passen er.

The uivention will be explained in detml with respect to the
dnlwings( in wlfich:

FIGS. Ia-Ic depict a schematic side view of a preferred
embodunent of a carriage according to the invention,

FICiS 2a-2d depict a schemauc perspective vieii of a sec-
ond preferred embodnnent of an amusement ride device
according to thc immntion,

FIGS 3a-3c depict a schenultic perspective view of a third
alternative embodiment of an anuisement nde device accord-
iilg to Ilm iilvcnlion.

FICI. 4 depicts a schematic perspective viev, of a fourth
altcmative mnbodinmnt ofmt amusmimnt ride device accord-
ing to Illc invetliioil.

FICi. 5 depicts a schematic perspective vtelv of a lifth
alternative embodinwnt of mi amusenwnt ride device accord-
ing to thc invenuon.

FICI. (5 depicts a schematic perspective vicxv of a sixth
altcniative embodiment of m amusenwnr ride device accord-
lllg tu tile lllvelltiiul,

FICI. 7 depicts a schematic perspective view of a sevmith
altcnintivc cmbodinwnt of mi arnusement ride device accord-
ing to the uiveimon.

FICI. g depicts a schematic perspective view of an eight
alternative emborhment ofan amusement nde device accord-
ing to the invennon.

In FIC(' a schematic side vicuv el'a carnage I is presented.

Carnage I comprises a schematically depicted trmisport part
2, which transport part can engage on a track of an amusement
ride device (not shown). Tr uisport part 2 comprises a plat-
filnn 3 that alii(as to support a passenger (not shown) in a
standing position thereon. I'he carriage further comprises
connecung means wluch connect the transport pan 2 to a
torsil restraint 5 In tlfis mnbodiment, the connecting means

comprises guide structure 4 along which Ihc torso restraint 5
ls moveable io a substanual verucal dircecflon. as wsible lrom
FICI. III. Inthis embodiment, theplatform3 isprovided above
thi track II is knoivn from prior art that Ihc lorso resiraint 5 is
nxlveable along the guide strucmre 4 to adjust the torso
restraint 5 to the height of thc passcnaer. In prior art, the torso
restmint 5 Is adapted to the passenger afier boarding and
subsequently fixed before the start of the ride. According to
the invention. the guide structure 4 is designed to allow the
passenger to perform movements dunng the ride benveen the
standing position and a squatting position wlfile bmng
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restrained by the torso restraint 5. Thc torso restmint 5 per-
forms an up and down movement with respect to the platform
3 during said squatting movements of the passenger. In FIG.
Ic it is schematically depicted that tlm connecting means
betwmnthepassengertorsorestmutt5andtheplatform3also s

allow for a rotation of the torso of tlie passenger and the torso
restraint 5 v hen the passenger squats during the nde. Details
on the opemtion w ill be given below.

The cmbodmient of thc uirso rrnraini 5 shoivn m FICI I

comprises a back support 6. a hip bar 7. saddle 8 and bracket l(1

9. Back support 6 comprises a head rest 6a and a lumbar
support 66. This will Iix the prwsccnger more linnly mki the
seat and will increase the sense of safety of the passenger. I lip
bar 7 is rotatable about pivot axis 7ii by pivot arms 7/i Hip bar
7 will be pivoted upwards when entering the uuusement nde
dm ice, and when the passenger has entered he can lovi er the
hip bai 7 himself or this will occur automaticaliy, e 8 with the
ud of hydraulics. The passenger sits!stands on the s sidle 8

resembling sitting on a bicycle saddle. Optional bracket 9

prevents fiypercxti nding oftlic kliccs ( Iiickuig ii

fiche

knees) io
when entenng the carriage and during the nde. The connect-
ing means which connect the tmnsport part 2 to a torso
restraint 5 comprise the guide structure 4 and a guide part (not
shown) to be guided along the guide stnicture 4 on the trans-
port part 2. This guide part (not shown) is connected ui a "

frame part 10 onto wiuch all elements of the torso restmint 5

are mounted. The connecting mea w funher comprise a hinge
(not sluiwn) between this guide p ut (not shoivn) and frame
part 10 allowing a forward rotational movement of the torso
restraint 5 about this lings, enabling a fiirward rotation el'thc io

trunk or torso of fiie passenger dunn the nde is bile beuig
restrained by the torso restraint 5. This rotation is shown in
FI(i lo

In FIG 2a mi unusement nde device 20 is shov,n, com-
prising a track 21 and a carriage 22. In tlfis mnbodinmnt, four "»

passengers (not shoivn) sic disposed one single carriage 22 in
a 2-2 arrangement with their backs towimds each other. Two

passengers are oriented with their right fiiot in tlm direction of
transport T, wfiilc the other two passengers are orwnted with
their left foot in the direction of transport T. Of course, any sn

other foniuition of the passengers is also possible
Carriage 22 composes a transport part 23 sliding across

track 21 with four sets ofguide wheels 27. Transport part 23
comprises tivo platforms 24 supporting thc passengers (not
shown) in a standuig position. Platform 24 is ui this embodi- ss
ment designed as a surfboard. skateboard or snowboard. and
c ui be tiuied to the scenery and/or theme of the unusement
ride device 20. A boarding platform 25a and handrail 256 is
connected is ith the pint liirm 24

Each platform 24 is provided v;ith 2 sets of foot restraints o

26. A small angle between the feet is present in order to
promde a safe aud comfortable squatting nuivmnent duruig
the ride, lite toes point outivards, wluch is in the snowboard
industry called tlm 'duckstance'lm shown embodiment of
the foot restraint 26 composes a rotating front part 26a tlmt s

travels towards a fixedrearpart 266, by which the ankle of the
occupmit is restcained. Thc system can be closed mid locked

by a hydrauhc piston (not shown).
11m carriage 22 further comprises connecting means tvhich

connect the transport part 23 to four torso restraints 29 The ni
connecung means ui this embodiment comprise four guide
stmictures 28 along which tlm torso restraints 29 are moveable
up and down with respect to the transport part 23. in tius
embodiment in a substantial vertical direction.

'IIm embodinwnt of thc torso restraint 29 shown in FICi. 2 r
comprises a back support 30. a lup bur 31, saddle 32 and
bracket 33. Back support 30 comprises a head rest 30a and a

lumbar support 30/i This will fix tlm passmigcr more tirnily
uito the seat and will increase the sense of safety of the
passenger. Hip bar 31 is rotatable about pivot axis 31a by
pivot amis 31h. Hip bar 31 will bc pivoted upwards when
entenng the annisement ride device, and when the passenger
has entered he cmi lower the hip bar 31 himself or tlus will
occur automatically. e g. w ith the aid of bydrauh ca. A vest (or
harness) 34 is provided betv;een the lup bar 31 and the back
rest 30 to furthcrmorc restmin thc passenger Possibly this
vest can be adapted to the height of the passenger. Preferably„
the vest comprises an adgi stable belt system to adapt the vest
also to ihi: sine of thc passvngcr Preferable. the vest is
designed as descnbed in copendin apphcation PCT/
IIP200(i/004562, hereby incorporated by rcli'.rance The pm-
scnger sits on the saddle 32 resenibluig siuui on n bicycle
saddle. while being supported by the platform 24 in a standing
position Bracket 33 prevents hypcrextending of the knees
('lo clung

'f the knees) u hcn entering the

carnage

and dun ng
the ride.

The cmincctin means comprising uidc structures 28 fur-
ther comprise guide parts 36 to be uided along the gmde
stnicmre 28 on the trmisport part 23. These guide parts 36 are
connected to frame parts 35, onto is hie li elements of the torso
restrauit 29 are nxiunted. The connecting means further com-
prise hinges 37 bctwcmi guide port 36 and frame part 35, to
allow for a fonvard nitational movement of the torso restnsuit
29 about this hinge 37, allowing a foivvard rotation of the
trunk oi'he passenger.

A damper or gas spun is preferably provided in guide
stnicture 28 to dampmi tlm up and down movcnwnt of thc

passenger. The posiuon ol the hin e 37 is behuid fiie back of
the person, preferably belund the lower part of the back to
alloiv for a natural Iiirward rotational movmnent while sqimt-
t1llg.

FICi. 26 shov s the same mnbodinmnt as shown in I'ICI 2u,
but I'rom another perspective Same components are given
same numerals. but are possibly better or worse visible.

Thc perspective of Fl(i Zc is thc same as that of FIG. 2a,
but thc torso rcstr unt 29 is now closed (isitbout pmsengcrs
being present). In the shown embodunent a locking member
38a is visible on hip bar 31, that can kick vest 34, or alterna-
nvely a belt or belt system (not shown) to a lock 386 provided
in mddle 32.

FICi. 2d shows rim embodinwnt shoivn in FICIS 2a-2c with
passengers 39.

In PI(IS. 3a-3c an alternative mnbodiment of an amuse-
ment ride device 40 is depicted. In the previous shown
embodiments. the passenger embarks mid disembarks the
annisvmeui ride device in a standing positiim, and can squat
during the ride. It can be seen that alternatively, e.g, ui tlus
embodiment, the passenger embarks the mnusement ride
device in a sit tuig position. and cmi stnnd up and sqimt dunng
the ride. Possibly, aids are provided to help the passen er to
stand up from the squatted position. For cxmnple, rods or rails
are provided.

The device 40 comprises a track 41 and a carriage 42 The
carriage 42 comprises a transport part 43 comprising a plat-
form 44. that allows to support a passenger 45 in a situog
position (Fl(i. 3u), a squatting position (FICI. 36) and in a

standing position (FI(i 3c) thereon. Tlm trmisport patt 43
engages on the track 41 tvith guide wheels 43a and is free to
move along tlm tmck 41 in a transport direction 'E The cnr-

na e 42 further composes a torso restr ant 46 for safely
supporting passenger 45 in a sitting. squatting and a standing
position ln the shown cmbodimcnt, the torso restraint 46
composes a shoulder restraint 47 and a back rest 48 compos-
ing a head rest 48a and a lumbar support 486. and possibly
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some kind ol'cat or saddle (not shown), i.g a son&i-seat,

poss&bly nothu&g more than u lad&es'&cycle saddle or small
ridge, to sit on in tl&e position shown in FIG. 3u. Shoulder
restraint 47 is pivotable about pivot axis 47a.

Connect&ng means 49 connect torso restra&nt 46 to trans- 1

port part 43. which conniecting means 49 alloiv an up and
doiin movement ol'the torso restm&nt 46 w&th respect to the
platform 44. Connectu&g means 49 further allow the passen-
ger 45 to pcrforin movenicnts during the ride bctivcen thc
stand&ng posiuon and a squatting position and a fof(sard 01

rotational movement of the torso of the passenger while
squatting and standing, wlule contimiously being restrained
by the torso restra&nt 46. The torso restrau&t 46 peribrms an up
m&d down movenmnt with respect to the platform 44 during
said movements ol'hc passenger 45. The immnectu& mwms
49 in this embodiment comprise pistons 49u. possibly damp-
crs or gas springs, and rods 49h The connecting means aflmv

a lowermost positmn of the torso restr unt and the passenger
to rest or sit when fainted Possibly, the connecting means 49
also aid to help tlw passcngcr ta stand up from the squnttcd sa

position when the ride takes offl
In Fiti; 4 a fourth embodiment of an amusemm&t ride

device 50 accord&ng to the invention is shown. The unuse-
ment ride device 50 comprises a tmck 51 and a carriage 52.
The cnrriage comprises a transport part 53 wlflch m&gages on "

the track 51 by four sets ofcflnde wheels 54. The transport part
53 comprises a platform 53 that allows to support two pas-
sengers (m&t shown) iu a standing position thereon The pas-
sengers v;ill be d&sposed back-to-back on platform 55, w&th

Ihcir i)mt in tlm Iwo sets of fool restraints 56 provided 00 thc 10

platform 55. The passengers will further be restr uned by a

torso restra&nt 57. The torso restra&nt 57 u& this embod&ment

comprises a back rest 57u, a head rest 57h. a lup bar 57c which
&s p&votable about p&vot ax&s 57d by p&vot arms 57e and a
parnchute style hip restraint 57fwhich is a flexible belt to be "»

placed along the grains o I'thc passenger m&d connix&cd to thc

lup bar 57ro thereby form&ng an X-shaped restrmnt. Between
hip bar 57f nnd back restnlint 57a a vest 578 is providsxI The
res&mint 57 visible in a (large) I'ront vien( &s in an open pos&-

tion, allowing the entry of a passenger. Wlflle the (smaller) sa
restraint 57 visible partly from behind is in a closed position

The torso restraint 57 is connected to the tmnsport part 53
bv connccth&g I'uenas 58 Conncict&ng I'uenas 58 con&prise a

II-shaped frame part 58a, to which two tubular-shaped hol-
low guide structures 58h are connected (only one ofivhich is s.

visible in Fgk 4). The connecting means comprise various
gu&de parts 576 connected to torso restmu&t 57 that can be
guided along the gu&de structure 58h to allow an up and dov;0
movement ol'he torso restraint 57 with respect io the plat-
form 55. m&d to allow the passen er to perform movements 0

during the ride betw(een a stand&ng position and a squatting
pos&&ion while being restru&ned by the torso restraint 57 To

dmnpen the movements of the passenger a cylu&der, poss&bly
a hydrm&lic cylinder 59 is provided to dampen the motion of
the passenger. Ta also cm&se a forward rouit&onal movement 1

of the torso of the passenger during the ride v,bile being
rcstrnincd by tlm torso rcstrtiint 57 thc guide strticturc 58 is
curved backwards.

In FIG 5 a fifth embodiment of a detail of a cfariagc 60 is
slxiwn A schematic view of a hack rest 62 of a passenger 81

torso restmint is visible. and part of connect&ng means 61 to
co f1 f1(et the passenger rors0 restraint 62 to a transport part (not
shown). The connectu&8 means might tiirther comprtse a col-
onu& (not shown) at the right-hand side ofthe drawing tlmt can
bc pLacid on a platform (not shown) Thc shown part of I
connecnng means 61 are des&gned as a so-called double 0 ish-
bone construction, in the shown embodiment comprising rods

61a, plates 61h, diagimal dampcrs 61C m&d a horizontal
damper 61d, all p&votable about pivot axes 6le. 1he honzon-
tal damper 61d can be used to adjust the connect&ng means 61

to the height of the passenger The two diauonal dampcrs 61c
allow for a vertical movement of the passenger. The double
wishbone gixlmetry realizes a fo&ward rotation of the back
rest 62 of about 15-20' d&sadvant ige ol'tlus system &s the
small variety u& lengths of persons that can seat in this car-

riage
In FIG. 6 a schemat&c perspective v&cw of a sixth e&ubod&-

ment of an amusement ride device 70 accord&ng to the inven-
»00 Is show 0, hi th&s cnIbodimcnt. the piwsscnger is allowed to

perform a sknng movement, compnsu&g an up and down
movcmcnt and a lateral side(vays mavenwnt The amusemenr
ride device 70 compuses a trnck 71 and a carnage '72 Car-
riage 72 comprises a transport part 73. Transport part 73
con&prises wheels 73h that cngagc on the track 71 and a

platform 73a tluit allows to support a front facu& passenger
75 in a standing position thereon.

Carriage 72 I'urther comp&isis u passcngcf'o&so I'cstfi&10&

76 engaging on the torso of the passenger 75 for safely sup-
porting the passenger in at least the standing position. 1he
shown passenger torso restra&nt 76 comprtses a back support
76a with a head rest 76h, a shoulder restraint 76C and lup
res&mint 76d in one piece and a saddle 76c. 11&e hip restraint
76d is connected to the saddle 76c via a locking mech uusm
(not shown).

Carriage 72 further campuses connecting means 77 winch
connect the passenger torso restraint 76 to the transport part
73 I'onnccting means 77 are designed to alloiv a latcrtil
movement of the torso of the passmiger 75 durtng the rtde
while being restrau&ed by the torso restra&nt 76, (&herein the
torso rcstmint 76 perl'orms a movcmcnt with respect to thc
platfortn 73a. Sumiltaneously. the passenger 75 performs
movcnwnts betwiccn tlm standing position m&d a squatting
position, wherein thc torso restraint 76 performs an up and
dow n movement 0 ith respect to the p latform 73 a durtng sa&d

n&ovenmnts of the passenger 75. Connecting nmm&s 77 com-
prise u semicircular gu&de structure (only part ol'hich is
visible).

In FIG 7 a schematic perspective view of m& eighth
embod&ment ofan amusement ride device 80 according to the
invention is shown. 11&e armis ament ride device 80 comprises
a track 81 and a carriage 82. In this embodiment. tlm carriage
82 is suspended under the track 81.

Carriage 82 comprises a transport part 83 comprising
W.heels 85 that e»8 ige on the track 81. The transport part 83 &n

tlus embodiment comprises a platform 86, onto wluch the feet
ofpwssvngers 84 are restrained by a pair o I''oat res&rai nfs (not
shown). Each shown platform 86 alloivs to support a passen-
gers 84 The platform 86 is moveable to some extent with
respect to the um&sport part 83 in that the platfi&nu mm per-
fiirtn a nitattonal movement ind&cated by arrow Al.

Carriage 82 fl&rther comprises two passvngcr torso
restrau&ts 88 cngagulg On thc tofso of thc passen crs 84 for
tmfely supporting the passengers 84. I'he torso restraints 88

comprise a back rest 88a, a widdlc 88h. a hip bar 88c which is

p&vo table about p&vot ax& s 88d by pivot arms 88e. A vest 88f is

present be&ween the hip bar 88c and the back rest 88a. extend-
ing aver the torso and shoulders of passenger 84. Thc torso
restm&nts 88 are connected to transport part 83 by connecting
means 87. which connecting means 87 comprise a connection
plate 87h and a gu&de structure 87r&. The gu&de structure 87a
which connect the torso restraint 88 to the transport part 83 is
dcsigncd to allow the passenger 84 to pcrfi&rn& a squatting
movement of the legs dunng the rtde wlule be&ng restra&ned

by the torso restraint 88, &&herein the toro restraint 88 per-
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fortns an up m&d dou n movement with respect to tlm pl ntfiirm
86 dur&ng said movements of the passen er 84, &nd&ected by
arrow A3.

In Fl(i 8 part ofan amuscmcnt ride dcvicc 90 is shown in

perspective, compris&ng a track 91 undone carriage 92, winch
carriage 92 is moveable along the tmck 91 in a tmnsport
d&rection. The mirrtage 92 comprtses a transport part 93 com-
prising wheels and a frame part engaging on the track 91.
gubstamially parallel to the track 91, a uide track 94 is

prov&ded.

Carriage 92 further comprtses a platform 95 tlmt allows to
siipport tbc fact of at least one passenger by a pnir oi fi&ot

restraints 96.
(smriagc 92 further comprisvs two passenger torso

restraints 97 engagm on lhe torso of lhe passenger iiir sul'ely

supporting the passenger. The torso restra&nt 97 comprises a

back support 97u, an over shoulder restraint 971&, a buckle
securtty lock 97r that cmi lock into locking member 97d
arranved on seat 97e.

In tlm shinvn ombodiment, tlm passvnger torso restraint 97
&s fixedly connected to the tmnsport part 93 in a suspended
manner to support the passenger, while the platfom& 95 is
connected by connectu&g means 98 to the tmnsport part 93,
wluch connecting means 98 are des &gned to allow the passen-
ger to perform movements during the ride while being
restrained by the torso restraint 97, u hereu& the torso restrta&nt

97 performs a movement w&th respect to the platform 95
during said movements of the passenger. In the shown
embodiment, the guide track 94 unposes movements of the
platform 95 ii ith rcspcct to thc restraint 97.

The invent&m& cia&med is.

I. An ann&sement nde device, comprtsing a track and at
least onc carriage, u hi rein lie carriage is moveable along thc
track in a tr maport direction. uhere u& the carnage comprtses:

a tmnsport part which cngagcs on the track, and
at least one platl'ortn tluu allo&vs to support the lint of at

least one passenger &n a standing position thereon.
wlmrein the tmn sport part comprises at toast otic passenger

torso restraint, the passenger uirso restraint engaging on
the torso of tl&e passenger for safely supporting the pas-
senger in at least tfm standing position, the at least imc
platform beu&g connected by connecting means to the
transport part, and

wherein the connecting means is designed to allow the
passenger to perform movements between the standing
position and a squatting position during the ride &vhile

being restrta&ned by the torso restraint, uhereu& the torso
restraint performs an up and down movement w&th

respect to the platliirm during saiil nmvemcnLs of the

passenger.
2. The mnusement ride dev&ce according to claun 1,

uherein the connecting means &s desigucxI to all&&u a fo&ward

rotational movement of the torso of the passenger durtng the
ride while being restraincxI by the torso restraint

3. The muusemenl r&de dev&ce according to clmm 1,
wherein the connecting means is designed to allow a lateral
movcmcnt of tlm torso o I'thc passcngi r during thc ride while
be&ng restrtiu&ed by the torso restrtiu&L

4. The amusmnent ride device according to claim I,
wlmreintheconncclin mcm&sisdcsiap&edasaguidcs&rt&clure
arranged on the transport part. airing which the torso restmu&t

is moveable.
5. The mnusement rtde dev&ce accord&ng to cia&m 4,

whereu& the guide structure is curved to cause a forward
rotation of the torso restmint when squatting

6. The mnusement rtde dev&ce according to cia&m 4.
wherein the connecting means comprises a guide part to be

guided along the guide stn&cturc, and a hinge to allow for a

forward rotational movcmcnt of tlm torso restraint during the
rtde.

7 The ann&sement ride device according to claim I,
wherein the torso restraint comprises a hack support. ship bar
and a saddle.

8 The an&usement rtde dev&ce according to cia&m 7,
whereu& the lup bar &s counectable to the saddle v&a a lockin
nmclmnism

9. The amusen&ent rtde device according to clmm 7,
where&n the torso restraint compn sea a belt construction com-

prising one or tv o shoulder straps betwcwn lhe hip bar mid the
back support.

10. 'I'he anmsement ride device according to claim 9,
where&n the connection of the belt construct&on v ith the back
support is adjustable. so that the belt construction can be fixed

to the back support in muhiple positions with varying height.
II. 'fhe ann&sement ride device accord&ng to claim 7,

o uhere&n the torso restr ant comprises a bracket beloiv the
saddle uhich iv&ll be behind lhe lcegs of the passenger to

prevent hyperextending of the knees of the passenger.
12. The ann&sement nde device accord&ng to cia&m 1,

wherein the torso restmint comprtses a back support, a shoul-
der restraint and a saddle.

13. The amusement rtde dev&ce accordu&g to cia&m 12,
wherein the shoulder restraint &s connectable to the saddle via
a locking mech uusm

14. The anu&sement nde device accord&n to claun 1,
"o u herein lhe trm&sport part I'urthcr con&priscs one or more pairs

of fiiot restraints on the platiiorm.
15. The anu&sement nde device accord&ng to claim 1.

v hi rmn tlm p let l'onn supporting lhe passenger is designed as
a surlboard. a skateboard, a snouboard or a pa&r of sk&s

16. Tlm amusemm&t ride device according to claim I,
isherein the orientation ol'he pmssvnger in lhc torso restraint
u &th respect to the transport

d&rect &on

is between 15'&d 45',
preferably about 35's seen from above

17 Thc amusemcnt ride device according to claim I,
sr& wl&ereintheplatformismoveablewithrespecttothetransport

part
18. The anu&sement nde device accordin to clmm 1,

wherein the at least one passenger torso restraint is suspended
under the track

19. The anu&sement nde device according to claim 1.

wherein multiple carriages move along a track, wherein each
carrtage comprises a su&gle transport pari w&th one or two
platforms supporting one or more pairs of passenseers u& a

torso restraint. m&d the torso restraints are orienleil such lira&

c the passengers are disposed back to back.
20. An amusement ride device, comprising a tmck and at

lmist one carnage, u herein the mirri i c is movmible nlon the
track in a transport d&rection, whereu& the carnage comprises:

a transport part which engages im tlm track and comprises
I at least one platibnn that allow s to support nt least one

passenger in a standing position thereon.
at lwist onc passenger torso restraint engaging on thc torso

o I'he passeoger for safely supporting the passenger u& nt

least the standing position, and
sc conncctii&g means which connccLs the passenger torso

restraint to the transport part, wherein the connecting
mem&s allows a movcmm&t of the torso restraint with
respect to the platform,

whereu& the connecting means &s designed to allow the
paw&anger u& pcrfom& moivments bctivcen tlm standing
posit&on and a squatting position during the nde ivlule
being restrained by the torso restraint, wherein the torso
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restraint performs an up and down movement v ith
respect to thc platform during said movmncnts ol'hc
passenger.

21 The amusvnwnt ride dcvicc ncconling io clnim 20,
wherein the connecting mcnns is dcsigncxf to allow a fotward
rotational movmncnt of the uirso of the passenger during thc
ride while being restrained by thc torso restraint

22. The amusement ride device accordin to claim 20.
wherein the connecting means is designed to allow a lateral
movcnwnt of the torso of tlm passenger during the ride while
being restmuied by the torso restrauit.

23. The annisement ride device according to claim 20,
w lier e 1 ll tile collliec tiJig ilia alla i s cl as 1 g ilail as a gu 1 cia st itic true

arranged on the transport part, along ii lich the torso reatm tnt
is movwible

24. The amusement nde device accordui to claim 23.
wherein the guide structure is curved to cause a forward
rotation of the torso rcsfrauu v hcn squattin

25. The amusement nde device according to claim 23,
wlmrein thc connecting nieans cmnprises a guide part to be
guided along the guide strumure, and a lunge to allim for a
forward rotational movement of the torso restmint during the
ride.

26. The amusement ride device according to claim 20.
wherein thc torso restmint comprises a back support, a lfip bar
mid a saddle.

27. The anuisement ride device according to claim 26,
wlmrein the hip bar is connectable to the saddle via a locking
mechaiu sm.

20. The amusement ride device according to claim 26,
wherein tlm torso restrnint comprises a belt construction com-
prising one or nvo shoulder straps betiveen the lup bar and the
back support.

20. Thc amusement ride device according to claim 20,
wherein the connection of the belt construction v;ith the back
support is adjustable, so tlmt the belt construction can be fixed
to the back support in multiple positions with varying height.

s 30. 1'he amusement nde device accorduig to claim 26,
wherein the torso restraint comprises a bracket below the
saddle which will be behuxl the legs ol'he passenger to

prevent byperextending of the knees of the pas senever.

31 Thc mnurmment ride device according to clam 20,
ui wherein the torso restrauit composes a back support, a shoul-

der restraint and a saddle.
32 Tbc amusmnent ride device according to clmm 31,

wherein the shoulder restraint is connectabfe to the saddle via
a locking mechanisni

33 The amusement ride device accorduig to claim 20,
wherein the platform supporting the passenger is desiyted as
a surtboard, a sknteboard, a snowboard or a pnir of skis

34. The annisement ride device accorduig to claim 20,
wherein the orientation of the passenger in the torso restraint

o with respect to tlm transport direction is between 15'id 45',
preferably about 35's seen from above.

35. Ilie amusement ride device according to claim 20,
wherein the at least one passen er torso restraint is suspended
under the track.

36. The mnusenwnt ride device according to claim 20,
u.herein multiple carne es move along a track, whereui each
carriage comprises a single transport part with one or two
platl'orms supporung one or nuire pairs of passmigers ui a
torso restraint. and the torso restmuits are onented such that

io the passengms arc disposed back to back.
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